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A RED EBA pp
Delegates From Kamloops And
Princeton Present Their Rival “ 
Claims To K e lo ^ a  Audience
This publict meeting , arranged for hy 
the Kelowna Roard of Trade at which 
delegates 'from Princeton and' Kam­
loops were ;to set forth ithc respective 
merits of the Hopc-Princcton and 
Fraser Canyon routes for the buildirig 
o f the,Trans-Provincial Highway 
place last Thursday afternoon, andyr^  
in imany wuys a,̂  buc*
The - E f f l p f e s s w e l l  filied 
hut not overcrowded,' and the two 
hours of dcbatcj from 3.00 ito S.OO p.m., 
gave ample opportunity for the views 
of both sides in this controversy to be 
fully expressed by the speakers, though 
few of the visiting delegates took the 
platform. Generally speaking,, the 
\ meeting was an orderly one and good 
feeling was shown by the rival dele- 
’ gations, but there vwas a very regrett­
able series of interruptions when one 
of the Princeton delegates was speak­
ing, a want of good; taste on the part 
of some of the advocates of the Fraser 
Canyon route which wa^ highly disap­
proved of by the audience.
■ Early i(j the afternoon numerous 
cars laden with the supporters of the 
rival factions arrived in the city. Kamr 
loops sent by far the largest contin­
gent, no less than seventy-five of the 
prominent citizens of that progressive 
place making; the; trip' in order to give 
moral support to their chief platform 
speaker, Alderman A. E. Meighen, 
-who is a cousin, of his namesake, the 
leader of the Conservative party. The 
visitors ;were well advertised,; as wa^ 
the cause' they represented, by the 
stow famous “F rase r: Route Quar­
tette,” who livened up the proceedings, 
Considerably^ both before,* during and 
after the meeting. T h e  Princeton for­
ces, though numerically inferior, being 
i'only one-third of those of their nor-
applcsj three hundred thousand pounds 
of soft fruits, six million pounds of 
potatoes and about twelve million 
eggs, and that by securing through 
connection between Coast and Inter­
ior many more tourists would visit 
B. C. and most of them would make 
a much longer stay. HoWever, though 
we needed all the tourist traffic we 
could get, still we did not want merely 
to have the tdtirists tun  their cars 
thi'bugh.-^ome two hundred miles of
lAGREEMENT 
REACHED ON 
W E  LEVEL
Maximum Control Figure Of 102 Is 
Decided Upon At Conference Of 
All Interests
the p“5 iiK w itW ^  a short distance of I S £ S lo u V  t  o L ? ‘ive at"
thcir'-il^n country, and J e t  them out and minimum for the
at tl/c first opportunity, Us if they had level of Okanagan Lakc._ Mr. Bry- 
thcTlague; The Americans, be point- donc-Jack, th e
^ u t ,  have largely^uscd up their ;own^k^^^^
scenery, and vve should̂ ^̂ ”̂^  ̂ them representatives of the various
as tnuch as we possibly could of our interests were present: Mr. IVE. Don- 
oWn. He stated further that the pco- caster^
pie of the Okanagan were entitled to Grote Stirling, F. W. Groves,
their full share of the money left by L. A. Hayman; Summerland: Reeve 
auto tourist traffic and would only Campbell and My. Tait, of Trout 
get it if the Highway-, were built via Creek Point; Penticton: Reeve Clwm- 
r  .1 bers and Mr; McKenzie; South Een-
tbe. Fruset Canyon. ticton: Mr. H. Leir; Provincial Gov-
Mr. Meighen went on to say .that he ernment Water Rights : Mr, O. F. D; 
did not intend to approach the sub- Norringtpn and M aj^  Earle; Pro-
iect of, .he rc .p ecU v i> er i..' o f  th e  v^naa^ G o y c «  g ^ S S i o r G ^ :
rival routes in a narrow or parochial Mr. A. L. Mc-
spirlt. It was -not one affecting' Kam- Naughton; C. P. R.: , Mr,, . Macnabb, 
loops and Princeton alone, but. of in- Capt-^3|^wn, Capt. Weeks; K. V. Ry..
terest to, every portion , of _the pro-1 Kelowna' delegates were first
vince, therefore he would deal only to speak, and they pointed out
with facts gleaned from the engin- that the salient points arising out of 
eers' reports and base his arguments the meeting'of May 3, 1922, were that
on those facts. There h ^  been controlled within
geration' on both sides, though. he U  range of three feet, and that a fur- 
conceded that advocates of the Prince- ther'meeting was to be called during 
ton Toute should be awarded the palm the fall of 1922 to endeayour, with , the 
for their efforts m that direction Per- figures of
haps they had more vivid imaginations, minimum level. Kelow-
or had more, time for flights of fancy ,na again asked for a maximum'of 102 
during the long winters in their re- and gav.^ reasons for so d o i^ , such
gion, when the snow was lying sever- as < h y
si , le^t in .depth.. sll round I xnosQuito pest* In this they received
any case, it would be his duty to, ex- support from Trout Creek, whose 
pose some of the exaggerations made, I flooding troubles are similar to those 
and he hoped to be able to do s o Ut.Kelowna and where the mosquito
.without giving offence. .
The speaker next stated that one 
citizen of Kamloops had been dis 
covered * who favoured
Princetbn route on accounts of --------  — —
ing the better one for the working control figure suggested. Mr. Macnabb 
%an.” This individual,, when also
tioned as to what he meant by tna tre- allowed to go below 99.S
mark, had explained that'if the road and dredging and wharf alteration be- 
were built up the Fraser'Canyon, that come necessary, his Company would 
would be the end of it as far as the ask for a contribution towards the
working man was concerned^ but if 
constructed via the route which en
was held at the Incola
them  rivals, came fully prepared to 
put iup a fight for the southern route.
• Before the meeting: began, Mr. 
Grote Stirling, President of' the Board 
of Trade, had a consultation with the 
iprincipal speakers on both ; sides, at 
which, after discussion, it was arrang­
ed that each delegation would b e  al­
lowed forty minutes to* state its case, 
during which time either one or more 
speakers could take the platform, and 
after which the speeches would be 
limited to five minutes each. It was 
.also: mutually agreed * that Kamloops 
would present the case for the Fraser 
Canyon route first.
The meeting was called "to order 
promptly at 3.00 p.m., Grote Stir­
ling, who presided, in a brief speech 
explaining the purpose for which it 
had been called. He pointed'out that 
ps far a^ Kelowna and its residents 
were concerned the object of getting 
the meeting arranged was to secure 
information aŝ  to the rival routes. A 
resolution might possibly be put to 
tlie meeting, but that was not a set­
tled matter. He also informed the 
audience that the Kelowna Board of 
Trade had - sent a letter to the Hon. 
Minister of Public Works asking for 
Information on both routes and had 
received a reply from - the Dieputy 
Minister stating that the Department 
did not intend to furnish the informa­
tion requested. On receiving this curt 
answer from the Department, the 
Board of Trade had decided to se­
cure the knowledge tlicy needed in 
some other way. He then explained 
' the arrangement that had been arrived 
at regarding the speeches to be deliv­
ered and called on Alderman A. E. 
Meighen, of Kamloops, to take the 
platform. ,
Aid, Meighen/ who spoke fluently, 
having evidently-learnt his address by 
heart, was received with a Ipng round 
of applause,'by the supporters of the 
Fraser Canyon route. He began by 
stating that one had only to take a 
trip between Kamloops and Kelowna 
to  become convinced of the immediate 
necessity for the constructioh of the 
^'missing link” in the existing highway 
connection between the Coast and the 
Interior. We should not be content 
’ with enjoying the beauties to be seen 
along this route oufselvcs, but see 
that others enjoyed them too. In other 
words, wc should capitalize our seen 
cry in terms of tourist travel. Wc 
needed our share of the thirty-five 
million dollars which the American 
auto tourists were spending in B. C. 
this season, almost entirely at the 
Coast. He asked the audience to try 
tb realize that the'same tourists while 
in this province would consume ho 
less than thirty thousand boxes o
nuisance this year was almost as bad 
as it had been in 1921. , ;
Summerland expressed more “ inter 
est in possible lakeshore road dam­
age than to property, and Penticton, 
_h not interested in the same'way 
that Kelowna is, _acquiesced in the
Discussion then turned on the possi 
-----  I bilit^ of effecting this object, and Mr.
gineers were still trying to discover Groves, aided by Mr. McNaughton’s 
between- Hope and Princeton, “there figures, demonstrated that the silting
would always be plenty of work / u Z S ^
the working man.,, T.his view, said j fj-Qjjj
Mr. Meighen, was shared by the en- the rising lake quick enough to Hold 
gineers too. He then went into the its level down. In this b.oth Mr. Bry- 
history of the various loeatiou
® ' the silting was getting worse year byfind
GLENMORE
y  ■ ■
‘̂ ancherB arc holding back from pio 
king Macs to obtain the high coloui
veys' undertaken in order to 
passable route through the Coast I year but*that. ŵ ere the river channel 
range between Hope and Princeton, restored so as to safely carry 1,000 
In » n  he stated. Mr. Cleveland
instructed by the Minister or Public j ĝ £g g f ^
Works then in office to make a sur- o f^ fe e t.
vey between those two points, and an -Eventually, two resolutions were 
extract from the final report he sent passed, one confirming a maximum
in read- “the‘writer made careful in- of 102 and a minimum of 99.5 and the in reaa. u ^  second one asking the Dominion Gov-
vestigation of the possible routes i undertake -such work on
through the Coast Range; every poss- the river as will permit the above 
ible pass from the Coquahalla-Cold- figures to be adhered to. Copies of 
water on the north to the Lightning these resolutions^ will sent ̂ to the 
_ . , various places interested, and they in
Creek pass near th e . international j ^ in  make the request ♦hp
joundary, together with routes lead-1 pominion Government.
ing to them, has been personally ex-.j From the point of view of Kelow-
amined. Some of the routes thought na’s interests, it is felt that real pro-
* u iiftprlv imnracti- gress has been made. It is generallyto be passable are utterly impracti .̂̂ ^£̂ 01 works can be
cable, while others have particular a d - ^ n d  that Mr. Doncaster’s task
vantages outweighed by attendant dis-1 of regulating the flow is a difficult
advantages. No route exists that can one, especially in suclr a year as this.
4. from rtb<itacles to when the water run-off from the hills3oast of freedom from obstacles to . calculations
cheap construction or ot ugnt subsequently upset by abnormal
tenance chargcs, but it is believed that I rainfall
the southern route is much the more
practicable between Hope and Prince­
ton.” So, said Mr. Meighen, Mr. 
Cleveland, together with all engineeers 
who had subsequently examined the 
same passes, held that the “Cleve-
NINETY-FIVE CARS '
. SHIPPED BY K. G. E,
^rom  the 9th to the 15th of this
same passes, nem ,na< me e,.e.e-, inclusive, the I?elowna Gm^^
land Route” Is the only one suitable fxehange shipped no less than n.nety- 
for a link between the Coast and the <ive cars of frnit and ycg^ables. mostly 
Interior, apart "from Nature’s own «> PC»">» < > "« ''.P™ "^T h 'sh ipm ents
route, the Fraper Canyon. M r. Cleve- ^  b ^
land, however; did recommend other Wealthy and Co* s Ori^nge nPP «  were 
locltions, such as via th e  D ew d n ey  exported to the United _ Kingdom, 
_  *. i ", A ,«• *0 . I where they are expected to find a readyTrail and the Allison Pass, as suitable p  v  ,, . . . .  I market this year. Two cars of pears-for secondary highways ■ or get-by . ^■' ' I SIX cars  or prunes, and  one car oipropositions
Mr, Cleveland had estimated the 
cost of the southern route, the one be 
selected, as $307,000, and twenty miles 
had been constructed at a 
$180.00? all of which work had been 
wasted, as building via that route was
six f f 
onions were also shipped, all to the 
prairies. Wealthies have been cleaned 
up at the local packing house, also 
ty iles j cantaloupes, prunes and peaches, all 
cost of I ^£ are g matter of past history as
far as this season is concerned. Quite 
quantity of Flemish Beauty pears— -------- c • ---- la  quanmy ui
stopped, .on account of it being too L shipped, all in mixed cars.
costly. After a lapse of some ycaf‘'*{xhe shipping department of the Ex
however, six years ago, the idea of I ^i^ange is getting to be a very busy
building the Highway by way of Hope I now, the rush of McIntosh hav-
anB Princeton had taken on a newljj^g commenced. Some thirteen or
lease of life. The idea had been re-1 fQ^rtecn cars have beep packed and
yived at a convention of the Good I gripped daily during the past week and
Roads League. At that meeting the I jjjjg number will be increased to about
Princeton delegation sought to put I pgr day before the week is over.
through a resolution asking the gov- £gr mixed shipments is prac-
ernment to complete the road ovcr|^j^^jjy p^^j g„d from now on straight
. Z I cars of apples will be packed(Continued on Page 4)
r
requirement, but picking will be gener­
al Jhis wcck.y
, , , ' ' ‘ 
Scvcral ladics were enabled to take 
the opportunity offered by the Rutland 
W. I. to attend their regular meeting 
on Wednesday. Mrs. R. Corner, Mrs.
E. E. Conner, Mrs. Cushing, Mrs. 
Waird, Mrs. Loudoun and Mrs. R. 
Hunt were among the number who 
spent a profitaMc and^ enjoyable time.
Car drivers, teamsters, etc., arc an­
noyed at this season, by the daring of 
some of our children. If an accident 
happened on our roads, who would be 
blamed by the parents? We have heard 
of children standing deliberately in the 
middle of the road until a truck or car 
is nearly on them. On Friday the wfi- 
,ter verified this. Two children stood 
inside the weeds (Glenmore folks un­
derstand) and even when the'car reach-, 
ed them moved very slightly, one on 
each side and still within the weeds. 
Had the car swerved a few inches to 
the right or left, one of those children 
would have been injured. They did 
not stop to think of probable danger, 
and teacher and parents would be wise 
if they impressed on the children this 
danger, and also the danger of hang­
ing on the back.of trucks and wagons.
Ranchers are deligent in their quest 
for broWn core in Macs. If you don’t 
believe it, look under the trees.
Mr. and Mrs._ Price Scott and daugh­
ter, former residents of Glenmore, ar­
rived on Saturday afternoon from the 
East and are guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
Shanley Kerr.
, Saturday morning ushered in the 
1923 shooting season, Early sportsmen 
■were heard on McKay’s Slough, a hap­
py shooting spot for many. 'Several of 
out" sportsmen hiked across the lake op 
Saturday iriorning, intent on an early 
deer shoot, returning Sunday evening. 
Although unsuccessful in bringing back 
game, the time being really too short, 
they report a good :tiine. Several does 
were seen but the bucks sensed the ad­
vent of the hunting season and made 
themselves scarce. The party consisted 
of Messrs. J. Ward, P. Rankin, P. 
Sorel, M. Paige and J. N. Cushing.
'■■•' a ■' » ,
The Glenmore Ladies’ Club met at 
the home of Mrs. J. N. Cushing on 
Tuesday afternoon last. _ The speaker 
fpr.the afternoon •was Miss-Janet Har­
dy. Her topic was the work of the Dis­
trict Health Nurse. Mr. Sutherland 
and Miss Reekie were visitors from 
town and there were several visitors 
from Glenmore with a good attendance 
of miembers. There will be no meetings 
till the end of October, when the busy 
season will be about over. The date of 
this meeting is expected to be Oct. 23. 
Miss Janet E; Hardy described the
necessary qualifications and the train­
ing required for this work. There arc 
two classes of this nursing, the general­
ised and specialised. The generalised 
public health nurse who combines both 
the nursing and educational needs ’ is 
the one most familfar in small districts.
Miss Hardy outlined the work of the 
nurse in the school by examination. 
The medical inspection once a year has 
been a step in the right direction. Dr. 
McGregor in his talk on “Goitre” poin­
ted out that goitre in its early stage 
can be cured in six months. How can 
a yearly inspection help goitrie in its 
incipient stage? Frequent inspections 
discover the early stages of this trou­
ble also adenoids, tonsils, teeth, skin 
diseases, etc. • ; .
Our taxes have to be paid it the 
children only attend school about half 
their time. The education is being pro­
vided and as the work of the District 
Health Nurse' becomes more general 
attendance at school will increase, be­
cause the health of the children will 
increase through her visits to the school 
and home. “A community may be as 
powerful as its people are physically 
fit.” The pages of the health volume tell 
us that tuberculosis is responsible for 
one death in ten. Under five years old 
one death in five is noted. Children 
might have been saved if—, that 70% 
of school children have one or more 
physical defects. , A
Though the work begins at the 
school it by no means ends there. Home 
calls, work with the child of pre-school 
age, advice to mothers who need it and 
many phases bf the work can be obtain­
ed from the. organization itself , in the 
form of literature or from the Public 
Health Nurse herself. Our neighbours 
at Rutland have wisely availed them­
selves of her service and are quite en­
thusiastic over it. The time ■will come 
when districts will combine in getting 
this service which is backed and aided 
by a government grant.
The Glenmore packing house is f> 
very busy place. A grader has been in­
stalled, also electric light. Overtime is 
being put ^ ^ \
A special meeting was called bn 
Monday evening under the auspices of 
the Glenmore Fruit Growers’ Associa­
tion to discuss the present Mac trouble 
which is very serious. The word had 
been passed round during the week-end 
that the meeting would be held and 
there was a good attendance, a num­
ber of ladies showing their interest by 
attending. Friends were welcomed from 
the Benches, also Ellison, and Messrs. 
Howe and Bulman were present'and 
gave all the information they could on 
the subject. Mr. J. N. Cushing acted as 
chairman. . '
Letters from the executive were read 
by the secretary, Mr. A.. E. James. Mtv 
Howe then spoke qn the subject and
LOCAL PUPU£ 
W IN P L A ®
IN JUDGING■ i
Kelowna And Rutland Studentu Cap­
ture Prizes At New Westminster
The pupils of the Kelowna and Rut­
land High Schools who accompanied 
Mr, j'. E. Britton to the New West­
minster Exhibition did very well there 
at the judging competitions. These 
were , held under the direction of Mr. 
J. W. Gibson, Director of Elementary 
Agricultural Education for B. C., and 
Mr. H. M, King, of the Animal Hus­
bandry Department of the University 
of'R. e . ' ;
In the junior stock and field crop 
judging competitions ten teams werp 
entered' from High School classes in 
agriculture representing all portions of 
the province.' The Kelowna boys took 
third place, winning bronze medals. 
Their names are: Edwin Harvey, John 
Williams dnd John Aitkcn. The schol­
ars from this district also entered in 
the individual judging of field crops for 
seed; and in this competition Allan 
Dalgleish, 'of Rutland, won first place 
arid Edwin liaryey, fourth-place. These 
judgirig competitions are a regular fea­
ture of the New Westminster Provinc­
ial Fair, and are made' possible through 
the ,co-operation of the fair manage­
ment, the provincial Department of 
Education and the University of B. C. 
The teams entering are given free 
transportation to and from their homes.
A t the close of the exhibition the 
prizes \)vere officially presented at a 
banquet given the competing teams, 
this time the Kelowna and Rutland 
winners being handed theirs by Mr. D. 
Macfarlanc, orchardist for'the Kelowna 
Growers’ Exchange, who was at ' the 
fair with a district display arranged 
by the Aq.sociated Growers of B. C. 
The boys returned home early this 
week' greatly pleased with their ex­
periences at the Coast.
PARENT-TEACHER ASSOC’N 
HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING
Officers Are Elected F o r  The Ensuing 
Year ,
The annual general inccting of the 
Kelowna Parent-Teacher Association 
was held at the Public School on Tues­
day evening, twenty-nine people being 
present, of whom ten were new mem­
bers, Dr, J. Evans Wrjght, the retir­
ing President, occupied the chair and 
Miss F. M. Williams acted ,as secretary.
After the minutes of the previous 
thcctiiig of the organization and also 
those of the last executive meeting had 
been read and adopted, officers for the 
coming year Were ' elected by . ballot, 
those chosen/to carry on the affairs, of 
the association being; 'President, Mrs. 
C. E. Dick; Vice-President, Mrs. S. M. 
Simpson; Rccordint? Secretary, Mr. A. 
Smith; Treasurer, Mrs. T. Trcadgold; 
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. H. W. 
Arbuckic; Press Correspondent, Mrs. 
F. T. Winstonc. , i
The chairman. Dr. Wright, then gave 
a very pleasant address, in the course 
of which he thanked the members and 
officers for the very cordial support 
given him during his term ,of office, 
asking them to continue to give all the 
assistance possible to their new ofneersi 
as this wouldlenable the organizatiori to 
function successfully during the com- 
irig year. He ppintcd out that many 
might say the association had not ac­
complished much as yet, but, he stated, 
a very good foundation tor future work 
had been laid, and good results would 
certainly be secured if all worked cor­
dially together. He regretted greatly 
that he would be unable to (Jevote 
much tiriie to the affairs of the assoc­
iation during the coming^year, owingao 
other duties of various kinds.
A Membership Committee was jiext 
choseri consisting of Mrs. J. V. Ablett, 
convener. Miss Fullerton and Mrs Wm- 
stone, and it wai arranged^ that the 
next meeting of the association ■would 
be held on Tuesday, October, 16th, in 
the School at 4i p.m. Ten new mem- 
bers were adfled to the list before the 
meeting adjourned, af 9.30, p.m,, after, 
which Mrs.H. Ryan, the ^social con­
vener, assisted by Mrs. Arbuckic, Mrs. 
Treadgold, Miss Fullerton and Miss 
Williams, entertained the new officers 
and teachers by serving tea and light 
refreshments and a very pleasant hour 
was passed by all present. J
NUMBER 5
(XAB APPLE 
SmiATION
Summary losuedi Uy The Aasdclatftd 
Growers In Explanation'Of The 
Marketing Difficulties ^
„ general discussion followed. Mr. 
Howe pointed out that the brown core 
is entirely different from the Jonathan 
.breakdown last season (some think it 
is really a form of water core).* He 
also pointed out that with it a Mac is 
good to eat. The question is, what is 
the best thing to do? The Executive 
felt that the orchardists who had this 
trouble would face serious loss,.- if they 
could not ship their apples and made 
the suggestion they might be crated. 
What would be the effect on the mar­
ket? , //■ ■
' Trees generally affected have made 
good growth and arc yigorous but 
many apples lie pn the ground—in fact 
many of the best appearing treeis are 
the ones that have broken down. Spe- 
cimeris were on view. We believe the 
children cleaned them iip next, day, 
which qualifies the statement they are 
good to eat. - , ,
Mr. McDougall suggested that, if 
crated, this should be done right An the 
orchard, each grower realizing his res­
ponsibility in the matter.
Mr. Dalglish thonght these crates 
should be held back till the rest of 
crop was sold. ■ f /  '
Mr. Bulman thought there was no 
possibility of them being kept separ­
ate. Some may go through the packing 
house but if each tree is noted and one 
showing signs ,is not picked, these will 
be kept at a miniinum. . . .
Mr. L. Taylor thought it would be a 
ruinous policy to ship them and pointed 
but the effect it would have on our best 
apple. He suggested also shipping after 
main crop was disposed of and sell for 
what they are worth.
Mr, Howe thought there was no pos­
sibility of keeping them off the market. 
He also pointed out that the cell tissue 
does not break down. ^
Mr, Strachan took exception to this 
and said it was quite an easy matter to 
keep theiri in the orchard.
Mr. Barrat also spoke on checking 
trees.
The following resolution, moved by 
Mr. Taylor, and seconded by Gen. Har­
man, was carried unanimously, visitors 
also voting: “That this meeting is 
Strongly opposed to the. shipping of 
McIntosh, when known to be affected 
with brown core, until the main crop 
of Macs has been moved, and that af- 
,ter this the^ should* only be shipped 
in crates if the market demands thein,. 
and further, that not more than 25% 
affected apples should be included in 
each crate; and further, that these^ap­
ples be put into a separate pool.
A discussion then followed on the 
colour requirement of the Jonathans, 
Representations having been made to 
Ottawa that the colour requirement be 
reduced to minimize the risk of Jona­
thans being left too long on trees for 
colour with a resulting breakdown, the 
colour requirement ' was reduced to
40%, The Executive raised it to 60% 
to equal the American colour require­
ment. The meeting disagreed with this 
policy and the following resolution was 
passed unaniiriously: “That whereas 
wc, as members of the Glenmore Fruit 
Growers’ Association and visitors, view 
with alarm the report that the Associa­
ted Growers have issued orders that 
the locals pack Extra Fancy Jonathan 
with a minimum of 60% colour, when 
the government regulations call for on­
ly 40%, and whereas wc are of the op­
inion that this ruling of the. Associated 
Growers wiU tend to force the growers 
to leave their Jonathans on the. trees 
too long waiting for colour, resulting in 
a repetition of ‘falling down’ in this, 
particular variety, be it resolved, that 
we ask' the officer's of our co-operative 
to abide by their book of Rules and 
Regulations, page 12, regarding this 
apple.” This resolution’ was proposed 
by Mr. S. Pearson, seconded by Mr. 
G. W. H. Reed. , . ‘
The*re was a feeling in the meeting 
that Canadian apples should comply 
with Canadian requirements. Mr. Howe 
said that from latest information the 
prairie market lyas 'improving. __
A vote of thanks was passed to Mes­
srs, Howe and Bulman, at the close.
The September, monthly meeting of 
'^he Glenmore Council was held in the 
Board Room on the 11th inst., there 
being present the Reeve, A. R. Drys- 
dale and Councillors Dalglish, Hume, 
Rankine and Stanley. ^  .
A letter was read from Dr. A. Knight, 
Chief Veterinary Inspector of the Live 
Stock Branch, Victoria, in regard to 
the testing of cows, and it was decided 
to draw up a petition to be submitted 
to cattle owners for the signatures of 
those in favour of the movement, as it 
is necessary to obtain the consent- ot 
owners before an ariimal can be tested 
for *T3berculosis. There is no cost 
whatever in,carrying out me work. Ur- 
Knight writes that in case reactors arc 
found they would have to. be strictly 
quarantined on the premises of the 
owner or destroyed. In the latter case 
compensation is granted after the sta­
bles have been thoroughly cleansed and 
disinfected. He further .states; ^We
are limited in our valuation of .stock
and fifty per cent of this valuation is 
paid by the governihent. .
' A memorandum from Messrs. Norris 
& McWilliams was read desenmng 
some of the provisions of the Fire Mar­
shal and Forest Act, and it appears 
that the duty of the Municipahty is the 
S e  as the duty of the individual un­
der the Forest Act. It is required fo
assist th e  F o re s t  Branch, officials in
fichting fires and to do everything pos­
sible to prevent the same. The penalties 
for starting forest fires could be en­
forced against the Municipality as wel 
as against any individual.
FRUIT PRICES IN THE
STATE OF WASHINGTON
Kelowna, B. C.,'Sept. 15, 1923 
To the Editor,
Kelowna Courier. >
Dear Editor,
Having returned last week from yis 
iting the fruit districts of Wenatchee 
and Yakima, on behalf of the firms I 
represent in Britain, it has 
me that you might care to publish the 
following gleanings picked up in con­
versation and from observation, which 
you may take to be approximately: cor­
rect information.
Growers are being paid the following
***̂ Am»ies. — Jonathan, Extra Fancy, 
$1.15; Fancy, 9ffc; Choice, 65c; 
by growers to be allowed for, or ^».uu 
per ton in bulk. Spitzenberg, Extra 
Fancy, $1.25, packed; Fancy and C 
Grade correspondingly less. ̂ Wincsap 
Extra Fancy, $1.40, Packed; Fancy and 
C Grade correspondingly less. Dclic-
ious. Extra Fancy, $1.85, packed; I;an- 
cy and C Grade, correspondingly less. 
(Continued on Page 8>
Vernon, B.C., ' ,
September 14th, 1923. / 
he market confronting the sale of ; 
*crab-applcs this year has been .unpi;C- . 
ccdcntcd and pn that account very dif­
ficult to foresee' the conditions that 
now prevail.
In previous years Jt has always been * 
possible to market about forty cars on 
the United States markets, some iof 
which found their way to jam factbr-M ' 
ics. This year four cars were sold and * 
more could not be disposed of at an i, 
F.O.B. delivered price. Our broker- ' 
age arrangements in the United-States ' 
cover twenty-five hundred points,lall of i, - 
which were comihunicatcd with' and , 
asked to make a special effort to plate ' 
some of our output of Transcendent . 
crabs but only five; cars were sold and,
,on one of, these cars we have been un- . 
able to get the consignee to accept de­
livery. The balance of the cars rolling 
on the United States markets have been 
found impossible to place either ,there 
or in Western Canada and the jobbing : 
trade do not want to handle them even 
on commission, which - indicates- the , 
difficulty of marketing crab-apples thisi 
year.
On August 8th the following in­
structions were issued by the Sales* 
Department; ' i' ;
“Transcendent Crab-Applea 
“ ^Fancy’ Grade must be yellow or
showing'fair colour for the yarietyv ', ;
Minimum size ll4  inShes. ‘ - 
“ ‘C’ grade no colour requirements.. ;
Minimum size 1 inch diameter.
“As it is always very difficult to- 
find a  profitable market for siriall 
uncoloured crabs, therefore we adr;/; 
vise that no.t over 10% of these; 
packed.” '
On August 16th, the following in- . 
formation was sent to all Locals:
“We have a very difficult situa­
tion ahead of us with this particular . 
variety. The total estimate of 129 cars; 
is far in excess of what our* American' 
markets, as well as our Prairie mark­
ets, will consume with a fair return 10- 
the growers. It is going to be neces­
sary to dump—or in other words 'not' 
pick’—a fair percentage of this .Tran­
scendent tonnage consequently-r
Your must instruct your grower^: 
to pick and deliver only Crab Apples; 
That will p ack ‘Fancy’.
Cease absolutely packing any more' 
‘C’ grade crab apples.
“Instruct your growers that they 
must let their crab aples contain some 
colour before picking; There is no- 
sense placing these crab apples on the 
market green as is being done at the 
present time—we are only retarding 
sales.” ■ ■
And again on the 18th in a Special 
Circular to Local Managers, as fol­
lows: ■.
“Re Packing of Transcendents
“ Confirming our instructions by 
phone please stop picking Transcend­
ent crab apples until further instruct­
ed.
We have • upward of twenty cars 
not shipped and movement sloWr 
therefore think it advisable to clean; 
up before resuming picking.
“ Had crab-apples been in all cases 
left unpicked till ready this action, 
would probably have been unnecessary 
but many cars of Transcendents have 
been going out poorly graded and iw 
immature conditiori, thus causing dis­
satisfaction to the trade and crowding 
too many on the market at once,
Closer attention of our Local Man­
agers to receiving only fruit iri proper' 
condition would assist the Sales De­
partment in making quick sales.”
And on August 21st, the following 
summary of the crab situation was. 
sent to all Locals':
“Transcendent Crab-Apples 
“This will cancej all previous in­
structions, with the exception that" 
Locals will pack fancy stock only 
which must contain some degree o f 
colour and be of uniform size.
“To date we have sold and shipped 
twenty carloads of Transcendents a t 
90 cents to $1.00 per box, mainly $1.00. ' 
'We have ten cars rolling on United 
States markets which, judging from, 
information before us, will sell on the 
basis of 75/90 cents F.O.B, point o f  
shipment, and even these prices are 
not guaranteed against further decline. 
Wc estimate there should be another 
30/40 carload.*; used on our Prairie 
markets, and there may also be a sim-
(Continued on Page 7)
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THE KELOWNA COHHISK A N »  QKAIfAQAN ORCHAED18T THURSDAY* SEPTEMBER 20, i m
T h e  F a s te s t  S h a v e  I n  T h e  W o r l d
on a Gill Model Auto Strop Safetjf ^Ttflzor
9 8 c  -
Safety Razor,, Strop and tw o Blades.
Get yours today; only ......................... ........  a / O V
PETTIGREW
,t h e  d ia m o n d  m a n
Loose
LEDGERS r. 
BINDERS . 
LEDGER SHEETS 
INDICES 
ACCOUNT and 
DUPLICATE 
SHEETS
Purchasle your Office Supplies from
The Kelowna Courier
P B IN T E R S  A N D  P U B L IS H E R S  ' 
K E L O W N A , B. C .
A very small outlay—
W IL L  M AKE Y O U R  H O M E C O M FO R TA BLE A N D
A T T R A C T IV E
It is the H O M E environment that m oulds «
the character o f your children.
D O N ’T  N EG LEC T Y O U R  H O M E
YOU W ILL NEED THIS FALL:—
Linoleum for the Kitchen.
A  Carpet for the L iving Room. ^
W all Paper and D ishes for Uie D ining Room.
A new M attress ior , the. Bedroom.
Curtains for the windows,, and a few  Pictures.
The baby is crying for one of our L L O Y D  CARRIAGES  
or an E N G L ISH  PRAM .
Kelowna  ̂ rum iture Co.
The Home of the Victor Records
CHEAP FIRE W O O D
For a limited time we w ill deliver 16>in. 
SLAB W O O D  to any part of the City
■ for
$2.00
PR O M PT D E L IV E R Y
RICK
Cash with Orders
THE KELOWNA SAWMILL CO., LTO;
S ay  It W ith A pples
THIS CHRISTMAS
. Your friends in the Old Country will appreciajte a box 
of apples direct from the Okanagan Valley. On receipt of 
price w e will deliver, all charges paid, to your friends in 
E n glan d .S co tlan d an d W ales:—
Jonathans ............ per box $4.00 Newtown ............ ” ” $4.25
McIntosh ............  ” ” $4.00 Winesaps ...____  " ” W.2S
Russets —u........  ” , ” $4.00 Spitzenberg ___  ” ’* $4,2$'
Grimes G o l d e n ” ” $4.00 Winter Banana .. ” ” $4.25
Delicious .................. per box $4.50
Apples will be delivered in Ireland; Belgium and 
France at small additional cost.
W e guarantee delivery in first^-class condition, all 
apples packed by ourselves.
'W e w ill deliver your own apples packed by yourself 
for $2.50 per box. t >
A ll orders must b,e received by our Locals or at our 
office in Vernon not later than October 15th.
ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF B. C., LTD,
G. A. BARRAT, Local Representative.
BOY SCOUT CnXIMN
Troop First I Self Itsmtl
Edited by “Pioneer.”
LER ER S  TO THE EDITOR
1923.
end'
•yvcch*
‘ "September 18th,
Orders by Command for wcclc 
ing September 27th,- 1923;
Duties: Orderly Patrol , for 
Wolves; next for duty, Owls.
Parades: Basketball practice will I 
held for the first time th is , season c 
Friday,ithc 21st inst., commencing at 
p.m. for the smallest division, at S p.t 
for the next size, at 7.15 p.m. for tl 
next jizc and at ,8.15 for the licavicst 
members of the Troop. The Ps 
Leader of the Orderly Patrol for 
week ' will cither take the afternoon 
practices himself or arrange with 
Scoutmaster for a substitute. Until 
Divisions for this season arc rc-arrang 
ed accordiimj to'size and weight 
season’s divisions will govern, and re 
cruits will know to which division thej 
should belong for the present by com 
paring themselves with Scouts under 
the old classification.
The combined Troop vvrill parade 
the Scout Hall on Monday, the 
inst., at 7.15 p.m., and while uniforms 
are not compulsory yet, as we recently 
pointed out, mirks are given for wear 
Ing them which in the end might be 
deriding factor as to which Patro 
should win the intcr-Patrol Shield foi 
the year. ■, ■ ;
At the Court of P^onour held on Fri 
day last the applications of P.L. Ala 
stair MacLurg, Duncan A. McNaugh 
ton, Alan S. Appleby and Cyril Weeks 
to join the Troop were accepted, sub 
ject in the. case of the latter to signing 
a written application, and the applica 
tions of Scouts Jack Peat and Alan 
Lloyd-Jones to rejoin were accepted 
The applications of the eight Cubs 
whose names have already been given 
•here, w ere. also accepted subject 
their'Signing written applications. All 
these applications have to be signed, by 
■parent or guardian as well. The neces 
sary postings were then made, virhich 
leaves the Patrol standings as follows
BEAVERS: .1, H. McKenzie; 2, D 
Bucfcland; 3, A> MacLurg; 4, W 
Knowles; 5, D. Lewers; 6, N. Wright 
7, H. Davidson. WOLVES: 1, G. Mei- 
kle; 2, D. Loane; 3, M. McKenzie, 4 
A. McGibboh; 5, L. Williams; 6, C 
Boyer; 7, H. Cunningham; 8, H 
Brown. OWLS: 1, L. Cunningham; 2 
G. Haug; 3, F. Fumerton; 4, A. Als- 
gard; 5, A. Graham; 6, R. Lloyd-Jones, 
7, G. Weeden; 8, G. Hall. LYNX: 1, 
J., Laidlaw; 2, K. Shepherd; 3, H 
Campbell; 4, J. Witt; 5, R, Weeks; 6, 
J. Fackham; 7, A. LloydrJones; 8, A. 
Appleby. EAGLES: 1, E. Williams; 
2, H. McCarthy; 3, H. Witt; 4, F. Wil­
liams; 5, G. Cooper; 6, ,E. Lysons; 7, 
G. Pettman; 8, A. Hardie. OTTERS: 
1, J. Williams; 2, E. Harvey; 3, W. 
Longley; 4, J. Peat; 5, G. Lewers; 6, 
C. Weeks; 7, D. McNaughton. COU­
GARS: L J. Foster; 2, E. Todd; 3, R. 
Williaims; 4, K. Griffiths; 5, I. Mac-
TH E KELOWNA FALL FAIR
Kelowna, Sept. 17, 1923. 
To the Editor, ;
Kelowna Courier.
Dear Sir, ,
In another two weeks our Fall Fair
will be here ifrain. Arc the farmers of 
the district going to patronize it of arc 
they going tq  ̂forget that there i$ such 
a thi
laren; 6, J. Atherton; 7, S. Benson; 8,
R. Morrison. . —
This makes a total strength of 54 and 
we take this opportunity of again re­
minding Scouts that .their absence from 
two consecutive parades will result in 
their being struck off the strength'un­
less they can satisfy the. Court of Hon­
our that there was a reasonable excuse 
for their absence. The number of 
Scouts in each of our Patrols is sup­
posed to be seven but now five of them 
have eight so we .can easily lose a few 
without doing'ourselves any harm, in 
fact it .would be better for us, so the 
above rule will be strictly enforced 
this season. Recruits must pass their 
Tenderfoot tests within one month 
from the date of their acceptance and 
must complete their 2nd Class Tests 
within six months from that again;.
We have ordered the necessary but­
ton and hat badges for the new Patrol 
Leaders and they with their Seconds 
are referred to sections ,44 and 45 of 
our Official Rules.
P.Lj. John Foster and Second Ken 
Shepherd passed the tests for their 
Swimmer’s Badges before Mr. Foot at 
the Aquatic on the 30th of August last, 
and vVe wish to thank Mr. Foot for tak­
ing the tests.
ing as a Fall Fair and lc:ivc every­
thing to “George”? _
For several years prior to 192 K the 
Fall Fair had been nothing more than 
a farce, and when I took charge I de­
termined to cither put ii on the mop 
or out of fcxistcncc, and I spent four 
months ôf my, time without any re­
muneration whatever, with the result 
that wc had the best fair ̂ ever held in 
.-I the Interior of B.C. This proved to 
■- the Dircctors''and myself that with the 
co-operation of the farmers it was pos­
sible to tfo still better in 1922, And with 
that end in view we started to work to 
revise our prize list. At the fclosc of 
the fair in 1921 a tnceting was called 
of all the large growers in the country 
to assist the Directors to revise the list. 
At tha.t meeting it was' dccided to en­
courage'fruit growing by offering larg­
er prizes, which was, done. We also 
prevailed on thlT Lieutenant-Governor, 
when he was hiirc opening our fair, to
- offer a challenge cup, which he did am
- he left it-to us what it would be given 
for. The meeting, decided it should be 
given for the best 5-box exhibit of any 
variety in Glass A. • This was a $50(i 
cup and should havc^brought out at 
least a hundrC'd entries in a district
i- like this. Instead of getting a hun 
i- dred, WC: got two only. We raisec
- our plate exhibits to $10, $5 ant
$2.50, This should have brought in 
entries enough to fill the building. We 
offered $500 in prizes for district exhib 
its and by hard work managed to get 
one entry. The same thing applies al 
along the line. "
*T have been accused on several oc 
casions of paying more attention to 
the sports end than the fair end, and 
this is not this case, as any one can 
see by looking up the prize list 
which calls for some $700 more than 
wa$ offered for sports, to say nothinjo; 
of several, hundred dollars' offered in 
special'prizes. The sports prizes were 
practically all compete^ for, while only 
^bout 50 per cent of the fair prizes 
were competed for. W’hose fault was 
it?, Certainly not the Directors; we did 
our part.
Are the people of this great Valley 
ever going to wake , up to the fact 
that if we are ever going to get any­
where we have got to all pull togeth­
er, forget our little spites and jealous 
ies, and when the fair time comes a 
long—which is for the benefit of the 
whole people of the Vnllcy-'-Sct be­
hind it and boost? I have just re­
turned fro->v a trip to Wenatchee Val 
ley. They have a wonderful valley but 
no better than our own so far as land 
and’ climate are concerned. Why are 
they more prosperous than we and 
their people happy? Because they 
have the community spirit and one and 
iall are boosters.
Yours truly,
S. T. ELLIOTT.
Mr. G. Hewlett, who has been in 
the Kelowna Hospital, has returned 
home.
s,, .
Mr. J. M. Jones, who is working in 
East Kelowna, spent the week-end at 
home. V.
* * <t> '
Mr. E. C. Paynter, who h ^  been 
working as a night-watchman on the 
East Kelowna irrigation system, re­
turned Thursday evening.
* * * ■ ■ , '
The large field of onions planted on 
Mr; J. Faulkner’s place are being sack­
ed and hauled. The yield is very heavy.
■* ' • ’ '
A number of sportsmen were out 
hunting, bn Saturday. They had vary­
ing success but as yet. no one has shot 
a deer.
OKANAGAN ITEMS
Across the line just south of us the 
people living ih the Wenatchee and 
neighbouring districts have had a great 
deal of trouble this season with aphis 
infestation. Some fruit growers there 
purchased quantities of lady bugs ear­
ly in the spring and turned them loose 
in the orchards with considerable suc­
cess. In some sections thi3 has been 
done for several years, the lady bugs 
being captured in the fall when, they 
are in a dormant condition and kept 
frozen till the heat of the following 
summer, when they are released where 
needed. According to written reports 
oh the subject, the insects should not 
be gafhered till'after frost, unless they 
are immediately placed in cold storage. 
In the fruit-producing portions of 
Washington referred to, lady bugs are 
beginning to be an article of commerce, 
and are bought and sold by the bushel 
pint.
♦ * *,
The Penticton School Board has de­
cided not to charge residents of the 
municipality High School fees, but 
non-residents will have to pay a yearly 
charge of $90.
“̂ h e  Okanagan district uses annually 
between forty and fifty carloads of
fruit wrappers./
' ■ * * *
, / i I r .  Archie M. Pratt, who had to 
give up his position of Manager of the 
Associated Growers of B. C. on ac­
count of ill health, has been appointed 
sales m ana^r of the Elephant Or­
chards L td .^ h is  js a hew independent 
citrus fruitf shipping concern recently 
organized at Redlands, California.
"X choral society has been organized 
at Vernon, under the leadership of Mr. 
C. E.'Falknery
or
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
♦  NOTES ON T H E  KEEPING ♦
♦  QUALITIES O F APPLES J
With Particular Reference T o /J
♦  VarieticB Grown In The ♦
•B*: Pacific North-Wcot ♦
♦  ■ ;■ , ----- r- ■„ ■ ' **•,
♦  (Taken from Bulletin 587, U. S, ♦
♦  Department of Agriculture.) ^  ^ ♦
Rainier
The keeping qualities of the Rainier 
apple arc unsurpassed .by thoso^pf any 
other variety of the Pacific North- 
West that has'yet come to the atten­
tion of the United States Department 
of Agriculture; Its ability to retain 
its firmness; brightness and quality 
with almosit no decay or skin blemish 
places i t ' above ,cvcn the Arkansas 
jEUack. Winesah and Yellow Newtown. 
In 32 P. cold storage it keeps in 
(>rimc condition into May or later, 
and instances arc known where lar^c 
numbers of boxes have been held in 
excellent, condition to September of 
the year ’ folloviring their harvest.
Winesap .
' The Winesap is one of the most 
widely grown of the longer keeping 
varieties. When well coloured, and 
matured it is kept vvith little or no 
decay into thcTattcr part of April. As 
with . most varieties, immature* fruits 
scald .ba^Iy, although this scald sel­
dom results in physiological decay. 
In some localities the Winesap often 
water-cores, but when the water-core 
is slight the injury to the _ keeping 
quality is not as great as with most 
other varieties.
Yellow Newtown «'
The excellent dessert and culinary 
qualities of the Yellow Newtown do 
much to make it .a desirable coldrstor- 
age variety. I t is very stis.ceptiblc io 
scald if picked imriiaturcly, and ip 
some sections may_ develop a brown­
ing of the core; .wnich sometimes low­
ers its market value. Scab is some­
times serious on this variety ih stor­
age. Its storage season is usually ab­
out the .same as. that of the, Winesap.
Rome (Rome Beauty) ' ^
When picked at the proper maturity, 
this variety is valuable for, cold-stor­
age purposes. However, if picked im- 
maturely very severe scald usually de­
velops in storage. Qvermaturity is 
equally bad; resulting in serious-decay. 
Scald on the Rome Beauty sometimes 
takes on the appearance of Jonathan 
Spot and later spreads over larger 
portions of the surface, but more often 
it is of the common type. Its storage 
season varied gifeatly, depending prin­
cipally on the time of harvesting and 
the 'driay between picking and stor­
age, but it 'generally extended to the 
middle of April. .
Northern Spy (Spy) ;
On many sites the Northern Spy is 
very susceptible-to Bitter Pit, lishich 
is one o f ' its worst storage troubles. 
Bitter Pit often does _ not make its 
appearance until some time after pack­
ing. The tender skin of this variety 
is easily broken, with the result that 
the loss from blue-mould decay may 
be high. It usually did not keep well 
after the middle of April. .
Missouri ;r
In general the Missouri kept well, 
with little scald, or other deterioration, 
beyond the middle of April, I t has 
many desirable points as a storage var­
iety.. .
Delicious
The Delicious is a better. storage 
variety than its rather delicate ajSpear- 
ance indicates. I t usually holds its 
flavour fairly well and is not as ser­
iously affected by scald as are most 
varieties. I t seldom held up well be­
yond the last of March. ;
Banqna (Winter Banana)
When picked at the proper stage_ of 
maturity this variety^ has good- keeping 
qualities. Apples picked when over­
mature will deteriorate rapidly in stor­
age: Its season usually ended about 
the- first of March.
White Pearmain._ (White Winter 
Pearmain)
This variety has a high dessert quah- 
ty which it maintains for a time in 
^Continued on Page 8)
RUTLAND
The Rutland Women’s Institute met 
at thê  School on September 12, though 
there was rather a small attendance as 
so'many of the members are picking 
apples. The Child Welfare Committee 
reported two cases which had been 
sent to the Coast to be treated under 
the auspices of the Crippled Children’s 
Fund; also two more cases waiting to 
be sent down. They were instructed 
to go ahead and do all that was nec­
essary to secure. relief for these suf­
ferers. The members feel that if noth­
ing else were accogiplished other than 
the relief of these four sufferers, the 
Institute has justified its existence.. 
Conveners were appointed for com­
mittees to serve lunch and run a booth 
at the 'Fall Fair.
It was decided to hold our next meet­
ing in the evening at 8 o’clock ih the 
Community Hall to which the public 
arc invited to come and also contribute 
to the shower we are holding for the 
Hospital. .Fruit, vegetables, old linen, 
or woollen cloths for fomentations will 
be acceptable.
The ladies spent a very pleasant half- 
hour over the tea-cups, making the 
acquaintance of the visiting members 
of the Glcnmore Ladies’ Club.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Dennis returned ear- 
this week from a short visit to Van­
couver and Seattle.
•■' s '  ♦ ♦ •
Miss Mcrriam Woolsey, of Calgary, 
visiting her sister, Mrs. L. M. Wan- 
less.
WHN WiNrEI cgnES-
YOUR POULTRY W ILL REQUIRE 
' BETTER CARE AND ATTENTION.
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO? ,
BrinR us your requirements and be satisfied. Full Line of 
the best POULTRY SUPPLIES.
FLOUR AND FEED ALWAYS IN STOCK
g a s o l in e  a n d  o il s
.1%,
Open During N oon H our and Saturday N ights
KEIOWNA GMWEIK' EXCHMIIE
FREE CITY DELIVERY PHONE 29
Order froin Any Governmrat V(»dor
PALE
BEER
A : LIGHT, clear, amlicr-colored 
^  beverage, os refre^lng ond 
appetizing as tUo finest beer 
should bo; Its consistent pnr« 
.Ity Is ossured by scrupulous' 
cxirc given to the method of 
brewing, .
Thisyadvertisement is not 
published or. displayed by 
the Liquor Control Board 
or by the Government of 
British Columbiia.
W EATHER REPORT ^O R
T H E  MONTH OF AUGUST
(Compiled by G. R. Binger, Observer)
Max. Min. Rain
Aug. Temp. Temp. Inches
1 ........ _ _ ... 75 45
2 ...... ......... 83 40
3 ........ ......... 84 45 .064 ...........:....... 75 50
S ........ ......... 73 48
6 ......... 79 50
7 ____  81 49
.02R .......... 79 48
9 ......... 66 54 .14
10 ........ ......... 79 55
11 ................... 81 SO
12 ...................  78 47
13 ....... . ......... 83' SO
14 ......... 76 54
15 .................... 86 51...,
16 ..... ......... 87 SO
17 ............. ...... 88 55
18 ................. 83 56
19 ‘. ••••••••«*
20 .........
RO•«•••••••• ^ .
.......... 68'"
63
58 .57
71 .......... 80 62
.1075 52
23 ...... .......... 78 55 .03
.......... 73 48
25 .. ................. 75 52
26 ......... ......... 78 SO
27 .......... : . 82 54
28 .......... 81 SO
29 ...:..... . 83 51 , ■ .V.':’ •
30 .......... ___ 87 52
31 ................... 80 SO
Sums ....'....2,465 1,594 .92
Means ...:. 79.51 J 54.41
Waldron’s
Phone 132
^{lis Street Kelowna 'll
ly
IS
There will be no fall fair at Pentic­
ton this year. This decision was ar­
rived at by the management last week.
K JOB PUNTING
GO TO T H E  COURIER
Three Japanese steamers arc pn their 
way to B. C. to load lumber for re­
building the towns destroyed by the 
recent earthquakes:
Nelson is negotiating for the estab­
lishment of an oil refinery, wjth the 
object of securing cheaper supplies of 
gasqlinc thaji can be procured from the 
Coast. If established at Nelson the 
plant will handle crude oil from Kelvin, 
Montana, . converting • it into gasoline, 
cri'oscnc, distillate and fuel oil. ^
G . ^ A
It is with regret that we have to an­
nounce that our President, Comrade B. 
H. Belson, has sent in his resignation 
owing to the fact that he will be leav­
ing next month for the Coast, under 
the orders of his medicaF advisers, for 
the sake of his health.
The Committee and members gener­
ally will appreciate the fact that Com­
rade Belson has done an imthettsc a- 
mount of work for this branch since 
its ihception and we shdll be losing one 
of those who has the cause of th« re­
turned man very much at heart.
His services as a delegate to the 
various conventions and more recently 
before the Raison Commission have 
been of great value, and some of the 
suggestions put forward by this branch 
have borne fruit, due to the able man­
ner in which they were prcstfnted by 
our cx-President. . ,
I feel sure the writer will voice the 
feeling of all members in wishing Lt.- 
Cpl. Belson renewed health and pros­
perity in his new surroundings.
The attention of members is called 
to the fact that at the Creche on St. 
Paul Street (opposite the Telephone 
Office), which is operated under the 
W. A., Mrs, Roberts will serve lunches 
during September for the convenience 
oî  those who arc cmploycd. at the can­
neries and packing houses.
ntEEHM
Bring th is advertisem ent 
to  W aldron’s Grocery and  
buy 1 lb; Bulk Tea or 
Bulk Coffee and receive 
1 Can of Milk FR E E .
Heaters
N O W  IS  T H E  T IM E  to  look  
around for that Hea'ter 
you require.
W e respectfully solicit an in- 
spectidn of our Stock of tificse. 
good Heaters. 
Q U A L IT Y  R IG H T  
PR IC E S R IG H T
Stockwell’s
LIM ITED
General Hardware Merchants
, Phone 324
indefinitely 
when the cans 
areunopene 
P u r e y r i c ^  
^convenient.
ST. CHARLES MILK
FrM B«d»aJtht BardM C» UattOb 
KV«acosv«r.
USE THE •
“ COUBIER” 
WANT AD. CIHJfflIN
FOR QUICK RESULTS
rf$
v;V̂
f
TOlIHgOAX*
fwSVSuSSoT̂  tK aj; :r,:(By Dr. J. G. Shearer) «  . work. One of tbcfl.
T I ^  |; |? |.P ,^ M A  COWBXBB AWP Oll^W^CI^W Q ltCH A RpIgT
p a g e  t h r e e
hese 
The effort
least a people su
osflihle an-kencet yote. H i® not suf-
it 
[it 
til
il<
i1
f ir  M weal
tn
arcliy. Russia io under a I w*cn “baitv^ cohfidats  ̂ *In many, eases
Yet both arc in ^
S S cS ' otV ' " ' ' or  at I oJ thf Hoow of Common; la.u thM ^^ 
)
iBEPyraE _  
PRINUtKET
BllLEHN
;55d-» fca«a , to-
' practicable. It 1® fl*® ?* i ’ I yn^'^of the electors were open to r c - |j .  A.: f t  requires a higher standard orinicl- 70% ^
■ Mgcucc and integrity Qmortg the people I «g|. cent would importune candi-l
than any other ^system. /  liquor
below the required standard of mtcl-1
Current , Prices and Market Conditions 
From the Weekly Bulletin issued by 
Grant, Fruit Markets Commis- 
Calgary.)
S ep t 15, 1923.Calgary, pt
................... .. , .  r.'. 'r .U r both. There arc cases on puoiici The Week in Calgary ;
*’ ligcncc and trustwortljmcss arc quite ,̂ y|̂ crc profctising Christian men The weather has been colder this
, unable to gov®f*\ thpmscl̂ yĉ s.̂ ^̂  I r ^  aKcrits for distribution pf cor- Uvcck, with some ram dnd f^ost. V^gc-
pcct tneir eiecicu w.
and graft, usually with good rci 
In  a democracy the people elect, itics:
The Pre'sTdent o t  one of oUr I tables are not in ji ir^
cic  as » I " a ”'Tjr„iversitib tells that when he The B; C. Associated Growers re- 
rule, the sort of rulers^thev deserve. ^  to vote in a certain general ,clcc- port a hcayy demandJor mixed cars, 
The only sure way of >̂ ®f®'hg the stan- met ari ;official' of a rural at; country poijtts.^ Prices near ̂  the
'  ---- ------------------------------  Which peak of peaches and prdnes have been
mixed fruit; 2 ■ banjqinas.
Hegina ,
REGINA, Sept. 12.—Market condi­
tions arc still fair^ thcicountry^dcmunu 
forming the larger part of the busi­
ness done. Arrivals arc in very fair 
condition adtl prices keeping fairly 
cvci. Plums are hanging, and some 
varieties are hard to jfnovc and prices 
will have to drop in order to move 
them quickly. Prunes arc arriving in 
airly large quantity. '
Car Arrivals, Sept. 6th . to 12th.— 
.B C : four apples; ten mixed fript 
and vegetables; two mixc^ fruit;^tWo 
prunes. Irpportcd; five mixed frui]|;; 
two peaches; one jifcars.
 ̂ Swift Current  ̂ ■ /
SW IFT CURRENT, Sept. 1 1 ^  
»hc weather has been ideal in this .̂dis- 
trict for harvest, cutting is pracUcally 
finished, threshing has.commcnqdd anjJ 
is expected to be general next/wcek. 
Fruit has been moving very satis-
Li 56 eases; .bananas,, 1,490 bunches; 
sweet potatoes. Cal.,',6,320 lbs.; pep­
pers; a crates; blackbcrHcs, Wash., 
940 crates; Wafcrmyrpns, 2 crates; 
Cantaloupes, 933 crates; Casabas, 2,496; 
Persians, 86; Honcydey^s, 844; figs, 
Cal., 3 boxes.
Apples, box (according to variety ,
and pack) $1.00 to ..................$2.50
Crab apples, Transcendent ......   1.00
Pears, Bartlett, $1.50 to ................2.50
Peaches, $1.10 to .....    1.15
Plums, crate, 7Sc t o ........ .............‘ 2.00
Prunes, box      .75
Lb., 2c to ...............................02^
Strawberries, crate, $2.00 to a...... 3*0Q
Rhubarb, lb. .................   .03
Oranges, case ............................S.SO
Tomatocflf held. 25-lb. lug, 90c to 1.00
dard of governor and,legislators is to .-— , — r ---------- iv, *.. . i *
to raise the standai'd of I citizenship in conversation' was forced down by Washington and.fn-
'actorily , from B. C., ,all lines coming 
in in good condition with /th e , cxccp-
gcncral—to improve the .calibre and I jiljjg j,a(j two sons ternal; competition, owing
character of the people. It is a slow yotjnff for the first titne ;at this election porKry i ovct-supply* 
process. Hence only a feW of the na4 j bad thought Transcendent crab appi'
tions of the world have b®®on*® Lvclt to give thern advice about their tailing here as low as 75i
tinned to be dcntpcraciw., in tbe exercise of their new powr due to the slow movement.
to a tem-
rt- ica arc;
“c per box. 
Tomatoes
aifi and her daughter Dominions, tljc ^^ manhood' and had said: "Boys, arc firming in price. There is no_oUt  ̂
United States of Anierica, France ajidl *̂- -  ...;ii .« n«nteo B. C. is
manifestly China was _not, nor, Russia. .your party- ticket’'.
The other | But, aside from  eases Of rigid party I sale
wHft will take money but not yy
p i___  . -
Simply I in storage a month yet,  ̂and^ this iact 
should prevent them being forced, on
e are informed that an employeemonarchic's or Oligarchies., V le W o rs  Wh^ ---------- - —- , , , .
The essential qualifications on the ^  g p^Yty gystefn lends] of a defunct wholesale house^ is -
pari i t  w  P»o,>Je-for
arc:
First; i?t least normal;fmenmlity; L̂ d, eacĥ ^̂  W  ^r*” wHl î v ̂ rget^supplS^frSi. Subnormal individuals are .utterly ^nr constituency there may be 400
capable of government. They need'a, party, 400 of the other, ,100 mdepen- B, C. independent ®“.PP , “hparine”capam^ oi ^ .w r  inn niircKasablc vo^̂  The price. This is an old way of bearingbenevolent autocrat to guide arid gov- dents and 100 purcKasa^ yoters.. The 1  ̂ _
' <•1*11 them ' •  ̂ I keen ' election leaders Will'concentrate I the market. , Ariomcrm Rr
^^eS m di: A ; higk a t^d ard  oL ̂ c ^ ^  The assignment of J. Adamson &
; : tion, tl 
cannot
, government. -------— -  . — ——------ ^
nori-iUiterates,:̂ ^̂ ^̂  constituencies. Here lies aThird, but .mere literacy as usnallV strong temptation to unscrupulous c^n-1 & Lmeharn Block, yve ^
^interpreted falls far short of beirtfif su^ didat̂ ^̂ ^ficienL; R r il^ , of a hation :(
are all electors.,in a-dempcracyy^^‘m all too ciear anu v v ~ _{ ^^oods to
least High School training in history, L.dpgtituencies the temptation^has been men ̂ wii^om^^
& u r i ;  dnd all.ti»e;Commcm 8ubjects yielded t b ^ d  the w i^AH' a school "curriculum and also, a defeated. Democracy has m that case duriilg the past year, ca gori a school "curriculu  and Also a i defeated. e ocracy na»  u.av waoc I rr;;;*®!' '7  th e ehinner " We again
knowledge of the; elements of eepnJ ^nd ,to ^
” ^ r & ; - < i & c t e r , ;  ;onvirfion; con-l-rpu rth . Character,. ipCalc of iolitics as."  .the greatest
science, a clear knowledge oLright nnd^ I f  it is merely a j^Q-g^tefore the snow flies in earnest,
 ̂wrong, a rienSe ^ C a lo ry  Wholesale Prices
to  see justice Aone apd therefore^ a gtory—and .glpr̂ ^^^  ̂ W ^'lthy, No. 1, perv'̂ 00ĝ ^QH . t o d O  : ;UntO': others ; US I ' io nrartical C€̂ ?l"tairitv th&tl ■ X —,»( spoils; there is practical | box, $1.75 to
Peaches, '. .—o— . , . -i., ____nsiaeraiiun, V« » " I p M P Q^^eriis Y ^ e ^ r i tM c T o ^ ^ e m ^ ra ^ ^ n  I
would; that meti shquW  ̂ the iWelkfe of the people peaches^ Wa°h!!"Ê ^̂ ^
Judged b y s e c o n d a r y  cpnsiderationTf a consider- p__.t.,e ' b C.. Elberta and
$2.00
1.35
B.C.,
$1.35 «*BV**»aA*<Canada? The world knows^the shpek .*^gidnce?oF soctel welfâ ^̂  ̂ Fancy per box
with which 7the United SUtes. peop y ^jj.g giŷ ĝ yĝ ^̂ . ^  i.® see°̂ :4®*̂ y Bartlett, G Grade, box
learried of the Jarge percentage oFthe^ dmparative^^^ Plums B C ‘ Bradshaw, No. 1
1.40
3.00
2.50
$1.15 totest. Would ^ e  percen (a^  One mo- ence among electors and the conse- B.- C., Pond’s Seedling,
m Canada? _ Probably P f quent readiness to vote against the g. C., price dropped to-
vmce 7 reports chumen oi of their preference is a hopeful j^y to - ..................................
school age «of m̂  seh^^̂  ̂ times. The rugged mde-j ^rab^Apples, Transcendent, per
in 
1.23
1.60
day to
:i^rorinces wUl ‘"rompSfso?Hpe*5i"dence^of*‘th ? ’electorate in Great) box. 7Sc to
‘laxlv eSfmced'm I Britain' is well known. The average I B iS e r i- ie s ; ' per crate .......
school attendamq IS lax̂ ^̂  e "  life of a government there is not, above gi eberries, Ont., per bskt.
Psychiatrists ̂ t̂ ^̂^̂  ̂ Canada would seem to I q  “"es7 Malaga; $3.00 to
•nt of the people are mentally sun growing shorter. Insofar as this TokSy ..................... .
•- normal. • Probably. I t is 1 indicates a development of the spirit Xomatoes, Local H.H., fler lb.
aye .21 yeafA or . ovw j' policies, it would 1 Tomatoes! B.'C., Field, per case
1.00
2.25
2.50 
.15
3.50
4.50 
.08 2.40
(jobbed) ^ercising . . — — . ,
fo?k*^JS^^R*is a s iS ^ fican t^ fM tS i| O larger ! C aht^upes,folk. Again, It IS a signmcaui I n„mber of men and wogien of real ab-| $3.00 to
3.00
B. C„ Standards,
" Sren are faking High School courses, ility offering themselves ^as represent- Gauliflowe^ per lb. .......
mMnq llmt nmetv out of every atives. To such men and women this Cabbage, _B. C., per lb. -•-•••••— 
S d r S ^ ^ c S S o l b e f o r e A r  a l  means sacrifice of self interest but ii Pickling Onions, per p^ch  1 ^
S e  time^S^completing public school means Also the spirit of seiyice m .poF Cucumbers, per peach box, 50c
tne unie oi wmi'* » » email itics. Service ought to be the umver- to  ............;----------------
M?norftv o f  our electors* aTe rip' to the sal ideal not in politics alone but in Cucrimbers, small picWmg, box
standards essenSal for commerce, industry, th^^ Marrow Squash and Pumpkin,
J« tho effective operation of indeed m every sphere of life. _  P®y lh._
One thing that would lead m orel Turnips, Beets, Carrots, per dqz
3.50
.03
.03
1.75
3.30
.75
2.00
sharing in t e effecti e erati  
democratic govei^nment,
.02
W i f i k ' h ? w i t h  others curl \ ^ r # w h i i ^ e n  and women. to ofier I n ™t  " ^ ^ o z r i
.•eeie mav starid fairly high'in char- themsew^^^ for service m politics is the) Green Uorn^XNo.^i,^^
Dtiour, :eliiriinatio 
! min- platform 
ig and paighing, 
snesty and in tl 
ptrictised in business, are far below | common.
vvniie uy "v - rpeople may stand fairly high 
acter, integrity, dependability,
yet tiiere is an Alarmingly la_ . i -  .. . n.-ir itv  who. through dnrik, gamblin n wnicu m wic t-aoi i,«a ‘''-''•‘i 5  ̂ n ib
other: vices and; through dishori present is altogether po^toes, Ibcai; per lb!
LVWiy *9 '**>'
tt?''iM«rit  " t' Ymy, hoh^^ of slanderous' abuse from 1 l | e f  lb "
» « 'A e"rfs S; a f f ^  lar?e i  l m-  and prSss in political cam-] Carrot and^^BMK Pej l b ._
W 0.- «_• a t_ ...
e yuuuv«u 1 --- --— ' ' “_:n in the past has been j Tomatoes, _Green, per
the'^standard’'©̂̂^̂̂ ^̂ of moral! it would be highly amusing were ’ CantalouoM- 'it  not so serious to read the purelylcharacter
In view of these: considerations, if party organs and to hear some, lead- ggg
inadifinQ arc to make such a success pr«!* soceches in a heated contest. Itlington and B. C. cantaloupe^ s
mis-
Ca ians re t  e s c   s ccess ers’ speec es i   e te  c tes 
of deiridrcracy a i  wUl be worthy of jg simply wholesale unblushing 
our place in history—the last 01  the representation and' slander! , 
oatiotis with all the heritage alike of 7  '
^to ^brofit^by—we sh^^ ‘For the seventh time and for the I son for'selling them dt a sacrifice price 
need to givV uriited and concentrated | fifth *year in succession the district as this size is retailing a t 25c each, in
Penticton was a-1 fancy stores.
some offered, retail, standard size, .at 
three for 25c. /We tasted one of_ these 
and found them very deficient m , fla 
vour. -We expect that this is the rea
need to give -------  1
attention to the' raising of the ̂ stan- fruit display sent by 
dards of mentality, of literacy, or edu- ^bq first priz
cation and of morals. ^ w ^‘S u st at the New Westminster Exhibitionotions to which in the main -we m ust] ^  ■
look under God to accept the challenge 
and undertake the task are the Hoxne, 
the Sehool, the Church including the 
moral and social leaders. 7 ,
We have emphasized the necessity 
for a high standard in mind and mor­
als on the part of the citizens generally 
if democracy is to prove in practice an
J ..ij ~,„.i-.ii The shipments now arriving from 
prize and gold medal j Qjjygr, B. C., are a...smaller sized cant,
of excellent flavour. These are grown 
by the returned soldiers who haye 
settled in the Osoyoos district. They 
are growing cants to provide money 
to ''live on and pay taxes until tneir 
ofchards begirl to bear. These can 
sell retail at two for 25c.
We have been informed that owing 
to the congested market, due to Wash-
WESTBANK IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT
W ATER NOTICE 
Use and Storage
TAKE NOTICE that the Trustees j
 ̂ 4-Via AXfAcfKnntr TfricmtlOn I jis tn c t.l . •__i Xl___ #1te î^n înilA fifiinn*iffWent form democ-1 W’estbank Irrigation District, I “ised‘these''rneii''t‘o ’ dlscontTnue shipp-
fn coS a^^^^  B- C.. ^ ill APply for a h- ^re advising them to ship
racy:is tested and n^e ---- -Icence to take and use 700 acre,feet and, drive out importations, and we
, and to store 700 acre feet, from their superior flavour and rea-
north of Horseshoe Lakes, and will be 16 7  ®^^peaches; 1 pears;If I Had 
Only Known!
i conveyed‘b7means of a ^ ^ ^ ^  ^
divide between the Nicola a ^  Okana- 1 ™ 'ton Car Arrivals
Igan Valleys, and stored in 2 iS  to s T
at Towers 1 mixed fruit; 1 apples;Lakes at the headwaters
A common saying by 
those people in the 
market for the artic­
le which you desired _ 
to sell or exchange. 
The eyes which scan 
these columns have 
the power to buy. 
Open a way for that 
power by introducing 
your merchandise.
To go searching for 
requirements means 
time and money—we 
solve your problem 
and save you money.
Creek, which drains into Okanagan 1 prunes; 3 ' mixed fruit andLake at Westbank, B. C. The storage pears;_  ^  ^
dams ^vill be located at the outlets of ®§J^®b&on: 3 mixed fruit; 2
Horseshoe Lakes.
pea-Washington
Thr-wSe^wnUe used to supplement I ches; 2 prunes. . _
the right to use water for irrigation g aska t^n
jurpbses from Powers Creek, upon SASKATOON, Sept. 12.—Heavy 
Jands lying within the boundaries of frosts here Monday and Tuesday 
the Westbank Irrigation District. , nights.* ....................... I -jg
lE
A copy of this ‘notice will be filed in j "Susiness in fruit the p a^  „week has 
the offices of the Water Recorders at materially improved. B. C. is send-
Mcrritt, B. C. and Vernon, B. C. ^  ing some very fine '^ealthy apples .̂ A Am aUIm vmnv I .̂ M#l ATf’̂ct' nf the Ŵ CcllthlCS 111ObTcctions to this application may bejan'd prunes. Most of the withies in 
filed with the said Water Recorders, |j;ratcs_would readily grade C or bet-
or with the Comptroller of Water fer. B. C. plums, particularly Brad- 
Rights, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, Uhaw, many too , ripe. Transcendent 
B C within thirty days after the first [crab apples are about off the market
miocarJ^cc of this notitc in a local and iIkV should be as they are show auu<-aia . i core. Hyslops are now1 appearance newspaper.
b y
n
OUR W A N T ADS.
The date of the first publication of beginnhi 
this notice is September 13th, 1923. I a* H'*h'; 
H. B. EWER,. 1 prir
Secretary of the Trustees.I Ca> ‘ 
Westbank, B. C., September 10th, 1923. B
4-4c| VC
to come iji, s 
'V A cotonr.
me of them
toma'f
q c
Riii
7' '•
f l---- --------------  , , / , ■ :peaches, which haye been giv­
ing a lot of trouble, both in freezers 
and stock-cars. Peachey from Wash­
ington have been laying in 15c cheap­
er thaii B^C. and pruiics 5c cheaper, 
which has practically /forced the job- 
jers to bririg in' peaches and prunes 
rom' Washington. ■ . <
This'market has been kept clean at 
all times on fruit this year. Car arriv­
als fjorn Sept. 1st to Sept. 12th:
Four Washington cars iicachcs, 
prunes arid pears. Seven B. C. mixed 
cars to Swift Current and 6 mixed 
cars to country points.
Winnipeg
W INNIPEG, Sept. 12.—Fruit busi­
ness on the Winnipeg market has pick­
ed up-considerably this past week and 
jqth retailers and wholesalers state 
that It is easier to move the fruit than 
it has been up to date this year. B.C. 
Wealthies are on the market in large 
quantities and are selling freely, being 
line stock particularly in crates. B. C. 
prunes are better than other years but 
the peaches are not veryrripe, being 
Elbertas 'and Crawfords, and there 
are still lots o f ,imported peaches here, 
there beiri^ four cars on track today. 
Ont. is shipping pirims and tomatoes 
)Ut no peaches yet, although the first 
car of grapes Irom Niagara arrived 
yesterday. The following are the car 
receipts since last report:
From, B. C.: apples, 23; rnixed, 2; 
onions. 2; pears, 2^ .prunes, 1. From 
Ontario: mixed . fruit, 3; gr,apes, 1; 
plums, 1; tomatoes, 1. Imported: app- 
es, 3; grapes, 3;vpeaches, 7; blackber­
ries, 1'; mixed'fruit, 5; pears, 1.
Wholesale prices:
Apples, B. C., Gravenstein, Jeff­
ries, Fancy, per box 
Apples, B. C., Wealthy, Fancy 
Apples, B. C., all varieties, 
erates, ~ $1.85 ' to -
Plums, B. C., Diamond, Bur­
bank, Bradshaw, per 4-bskt. 
crate, ■ $1,25 to
Peaches, B. C.j Elberta and
jCrawford, $1.50 to .....
Pears-, B. C., Bartlett, Fancy
Prunes, B, C.; per box ....
Onions, B. C,, Standard Grade, 
per ■ c\vt* • ••»••»•••••••••••••••••••••••"•••**•
Grapes, Ont., Champion, 6 qts.
Plums, Ont., Red, Blue and 
^xreen, 11 qts.
Plums, Ont., Red, Blue and 
^iireen, 6 qts.
Apples, Imported, per ’bush., 
t̂ i
Pears, Imported, Fancy,  ̂ per
Peaches, Imported, Elberta and 
Crawford, $1.50 to 
Onions, Imported, Yellow, stan­
dard grade, per cwt. ...J...
Vancouver
VANCOUVER. Sept. 11.—The wea 
ther has been generally fair for the 
past Week.
The riiovement of Bartletts from the 
Wenatchee district; continues, although 
the volume 6s falling off as the season 
advances. There ar̂ e also plentiful 
supplies from the Lower Mainland 
which range widely in • quality and 
price. Many shippers in this' last-men­
tioned district make the mistake of 
picking their pears late, making it 
necessary to effect a hasty sale if 
shrinkage is to be avoided.
. Apples are in good supply. Imports 
are now negligible. To enumerate var­
ieties would be a lengthy task. The 
market would be better served if var­
ieties were confined to a few of the 
better known and more popular kinds. 
The names of well known varieties 
have an advertising value 'which is'of 
some assistance in making sales.
Transcendent crab apples are slow 
movers. They seem to be out of fav­
our with the housewife for some rea­
son or other.
Imports of peaches are practically 
double of the imports for the preced­
ing week and are the highest this sea­
son so far. Crawfords and Elbertas 
are the varieties imported, the weighf 
of the movement being with the latter 
variety. Most of the imports come 
Tom WenatcKee.
There are a few Okanagan peaches 
on the market but very few. It is said 
that the bulk of that crop is going to 
the prairie.
Plums and prunes are plentiful and 
very cheap. Italian prunes' can be 
lought in bulk as low as 2c lb. and 
even that low price can be slightly 
shaded.
Althorigh the tomato deal is not in a 
very healthy condition, yet it is better 
than a week ago. Ripe stock was then 
selling as low as 2Sc per crate. Lighter 
receipts now enable dealers to keep a 
comparatively clean floor with the re­
sult that forced sales on ripe stock are 
not so common. 25 lb. lugs can st l̂l 
be obtained for 90c, which is not a very 
satisfactory price from the grower’s 
point of view. Receipts from the Delta 
district have been unexpectedly heavy 
and have been a weakening influence 
upon the market.
Vancouver has bc«n treated to the 
unusual sight of strawberries being 
hawked from door to door in Septem­
ber. This was the result of unusually 
heavy receipts of the Dunlop variety: 
The stock was for the most part nice 
and firm and well flavoured. *Salcs 
ranged from $2.00 to $3.00.
The following produce has been im­
ported during the week ending Sept. 
10, 1923.
Apples, Wash., 350 boxes; pears, 
Wash., 1,857 boxes; peaches, Wash., 
16,035 boxes; piuiiis, Wash., 312 crates; 
r.o. Wasii.. 9 ’)7 boxes; grapes.
rapes, Cal., 195 
,655 eases; 1cm-
Tomatocs, H .H .,, crate
Watermelons, lb, .................
O^asahas, lb.
Honcydews, lb. ...................
Cantaloripcs, Standards .....
Cantaloupes, flats, $1.75 to
Grapes, Tokay, 24-lb. lug 
Grapes, Malaga, 24-1b. Itug
1.00
.04
.04
.04
4.00
2.00
4.00
2.75 
.04 
.04 
;25 
.15 
.25 
.25 
.03 
.03 
.02 
.30
1.25
.03
.08
,.90
1.50
1.50
1.75
2.00
1.15
.20
Beans, lb.
1/cas.' ''lb. a............
Sweet Corn, doz.
/Feppers, ‘ lb.
Ejgg Plant, lb.,'iSc to
Cucuiribcrs, doz. ....... .
Squash, Ib. ................ .
Pumpkin, lb. ..............
Vegetable Marrow, lb.
Parsley, doz. ......... .
Head Lettuce, crate .............
(^abba^fc. 'lb. ............................
Sweet Potatoes, lb. ...,.....
d^clcry, 'doz.
Carrots, sack 
Beets, sack 
'I'urnips, sack 
[Parsnips, sack
Potatoes, sack ......................
^Jtiions, Green, doz.
Live Poultry to shipper:
Light and Heavy Springs ..
Heavy Hens ................ .
I î ĵbt Hens 
^)ld Ducks ■
IMcdium. Hens 
Young: Ducks, 18c to
■Wholesale, dressed: \
T.igbt Springs
I .i£yb 1' Hens ..........•..•.•.........“■..I
]^^cdium . Hens. ...........*...i
Heavy, Hens ................ -... ,
Eggs to producer, cases returned^
Fresh Extras ..................... ......
I^r'esh Firsts 
Pullets 
Pcewees''
Eggs, wholesale:
Fresh Extras 
Storage Firsts
Fresh Firsts ..................... .............
$2,501 Fresh Secopds .............................
2-OOj Hogs: ' , .
Prime/ JighL—ebuntry-AMssea^ro
. —̂ ŝhippcr̂  ISc to  ......... .
1.50| -"VV̂ holcsRlc, 16c. to .......
Veal:
SA4ALL ACCOUNTS
r
r  is  ih e  a im  o f  th o  B an k  o f  M on tccal t o
s e m i  wflUngly in  littl^  tfalogiS 'a s  m i l  os 
la tg e-T 'to  b o  g enera lly  to  i ts  cus*
to m e n  c e g a f d k ^ .o f  ^  sIra  a tu l e o te n t o f  
^heir idealiogS: ivHk die- Bank* ^
B p t yeairo B an k  o f  JM ontieal h a s  co-operated  w lA
its  in  various w ays in  m ottera  o f
financo a n d  b u s ln e ^
I f  y w  fequlre infirnttaiion o r  
a n y  o ther banking service, you  
h a v e  m erely to  v in te  o r  omU»
Ke’iowna Branch; ■
A. G. McCOSH, Manager.
EaM-CrMOSTRESL
Established 1817*
.60
1.00 
-.85 
.85 
.70 
2.00 
/•n on 
20.00
box
J'^aI Country dressed tops to. shipper 
j' jqI Wholesale
.60
o^yi
20.00
Wholesale Butter:
,  ^  I Alberta Specials (prints)
Seconds -.................... ...........
B. G. F.O.B. Shipping Point Pnees
1 00 Apples, McIntosh, Fancy —-....
Crates
imUbUy A-€*i4S»jr ..... aA
.....],......... -............. ...... , r "'Jiy
,601 Apples, Wealthies, Fancy, box.... 1.25
Gravensteins, Extra and Fancy 1.25 
Other varieties, wraooed —.... l.fo
In . crates .......-
-i?!; I Crab apples, Hyslop -v—
Pears, Flemish, ^  '
1.00
.............  1.25
Fancy ......—  2.00
.90
Pru^s, mixed cars  ....... ........
. Straight cars  .........—
Peaches\ freestone, No.' 1 .....v...
ditto ' Nq. 2 ...... ...............
Clingstope No. 1
ditto_Ndi. 2 .......................
Cantaloupes   ............ ....6...——•
Onions,' Winliers, tbii 
Pumpkin, Squash, Marrow, ton
16 Peppjers 
' i 7 tjfMn Tomatoes 
•I Celery, lb. ‘,...-.-
Potatoes, ton, _ l o nn
Carrots., Turnips, Beets, ton ........18.00
Egg Plant, lb. .............. /•....
Cucumbers, 'box ..........7_*5
Cabbage,, ton ..............y--"”-—"
Tomatoes, ripe —..... -...... . >75
There is practically no ;change this 
w'eck in Washington F.O.B. shipping 
point prices. Pears have advanced, Bar­
tletts, G Grade, now quoted $1.60 arid 
Fancy $2.00. Fall Butter, Duchess and 
other fall pears excepting Anjou and 
Winter Nells, $1.50.
A LITTLE SURPRISE
The patter of tiny feet was heard 
upstairs. Mrs. Kindcrby raised her 
iiaiid. ‘‘Hush,’’ she saW.^'"The ch il-;/ 
dren are going to deliver their gopdr V 
night message. It always gjves mo a  : 
*75 feeling pf reverence to hear, them—
they are so much nearer the Creator v 
than--wc are. Listen!’’ - , /
There was a ’ moment of tensb si­
lence. Then—‘‘Mania!’’ came"the mes- • 
sage in,a] shrill whisper, “Willie found-
bedbug!’’—National Ford Monthly. :
The people of Hope arc boosting for 
the Hopc-Princeton route for -4he
Trans-ProvinCial Highway, though the
road v.-ill pass through Hope no mat­
ter .which of the rival routes is adopted. 
Their '.easen for doing this is because 
they wish to have the country back',of 
Hope opened up: <
1
How to make yom
skin fresh and clear
Pahn and olive oils 
’—Clothing else—give 
nature’s green color 
to Palmolive Soap
Every woman passes as pretty if only 
her skin is fresh, smooth and young. I t 
is within the power of every woman to 
possess this attraction to make her 
complexion as beautiful as she longs 
for it to be. ' ,,
The se c re t?  C leopatra knew and 
practiced it in the days of ancient E^ypt. 
She observed a daily ce rem o n io u s 
cleansing. The cleansers she used were 
the same you may have today, Paim , 
and Olive oils. ' .
These beautifying oils are scientifi­
cally blended in famous Palmolive Soap. 
They give it mildness, wonderful sooth­
ing qualities, profuse, creamy and re­
freshing lather.
Cleansing with Palmolive is a beauty 
treatment in' itself. No woman should 
say her skin is too sensitive to use soap
until she has tried Palmolive.^
T he attractive green cake, the natural
color of the oils, is within the reach of 
every one who appreciates that clean­
liness is the greatest beautifier.
You can buy Palmolive Soap at all 
first class dealers.
Mbde in Canada
Vb/nms and Efficiency _
PrqduM 25-amt 1 
Quality for
1«92
Kelowna fall fair Prize List
(Continued from page 6)
CRAB APPLES
Class '  ■ 41 nn
25— Hyslop, twelve .........- ..............
26— Transcendent, twelve i-vn
PEARS.—Five of Each ^
27— B artlett.............................. ...........
28— Bcurre d’Anjou ..... ............-.......
29— Beurre Boussock ............... ........
30— Clairgeau ..... -......  ..................... —
Flemish Beauty -------------- ---------
2nd 
$ .50 
.50
31
7',rapefruit, Cal..
32— Bose   ............ -............. ........ "inn
33— Winter Isidis ........
PLUMS—^Twelve of Each
............................—
............ . ...... • lioo
1.00
....... 1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
34— Bradshaw i —
35— Coiumhia ' •
36— Green Gage
37— Grand Duu-f
38— Lombard .....
1.00
1.0 0
' . ,1 qt '
Class, , 1 nn39— Pond’s Seedling ........................
40— Black Diamond ..... - ......... t-w.
4HYe«ow
42—Sugar Pruned ............................. .....
.............a p r i c o t s ..... .... .
44_^Five of any variety,, n a ^ d  ........
PBACHKS
45— Crawford ......................................
46— EJt.crta ...... ......  ■Qui'S'cE.............
47— Five of any variety^ named
V
1.00 t*
1.0 0
1.00
1.00
GRAPES—4 Bunches to a Plate
48— Niagara ■.........................
49— Brighton   ................——
50— Moor’s Early .......... ........................
51— Campbell’s Early ............
52— Delaware .......................
53— Any other variety, named
1.00 
...T.OO 
... 1.00 
... 1.00 
... 1.00 
... 1.00
'!,7;7;'';;7,;i:',,7;7is:y;7',,'i''77#̂  it;".
. ......... ................................. „....,. ....... .............. ..... I,
 ̂ h‘ i
Ift-
WhQ% FOUB
t h e  EBLOWHA COtTBIER AND QKAHAOAN O E C H A ^ W X
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20,192S
I P
Ul
DR. il. W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. P«i»doxl St. and Lawrence Ave.
D ATTERIIS
, Nota l̂ca Put»«cI IT C Weddell John F. Burnc 
E. C. '^ (E sj^aW
KELOWNA, B. C.
NORRIS & MgWILLIAMS
b a r r is t e r s , SOLICITORS;
. NOTARIES p u b l ic
(Suc<;csBorB to R. B. Kerr)
RowcUfEe Block. Kelowna, B.C,
RITCHIE &. SHAW
b a r r is t e r s , s o l ic it o r s , 
NOTARIES PUBLIC 
Willits Block’ Kelowna, B.C.
STO RAG E OR D R Y , of all obca. 
r  R E N T A L  B A T T E R IE S
;) at yourvservice.i
B A T T E R Y  and IG N IT IO N  
PA R T S
RADIO SETS AND RADIO 
SUPPLIES
W e wire any radio hook up yoii 
w ish for your set.'
CO IL W IN D IN G  a Specialty.
THOMSON & COPE
CLECTMCMNS ^
Phone 342 -  ,
HERBERT V., CRAIG
BAKRI8TER.AT-I.AW 
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC
(late Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
KELOWNA - B.C. •
MRS. A. j .  , ,
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M./ S. ver M.dal-
S.'Sli= ™ V ? ?Caaorso Block Kelowna, B, C. 
P^^^ 464
WINSTONE’S ORCHESTRA
"G O O D  DANCE MUSIC”
For Term s P hon e f®
THE KELOIVNA PLUMBING 
i"d SHEET P T A l  WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
Phones: Bus. 164 , Rea. M
p. O. Box 22 ’
VERNON GRANITE & ' 
MARBLE CO.
Quarryi'g‘ and Cut Stone Con­
tactors. Monuments. Tombstones 
and General Cemetery Work.^ 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
THE HOUSEWIFE
w ho serves plenty of B R E A D  
on her itable is sure of three 
things:-—
B E T T E R  B A L A N C E D  M EA LS  
SA T IS F IE D  A P P E T IT E S  
A BIG  SA V IN G  O N H E R  
W E E K L Y  FO O D B IL L .
IDEAL BREAD
Y O U R  B E ST  FO O D  V A L U E
Sutherland’ s Bakery
B E R N A R D  A V E N U E  
Phone 121
SPE C IA L  $1.00
GILLETTE 
Safety Razor
F. W . G R O V E S
M. Can. Soc. C. E.  ̂
Consulting Civil and ^Hydrauhe 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surveys and Reporta on Irrigation Works 
' Applications for W ater Licenses
KELOWNA, B. C.
ADDOTT &  MgDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
HeWetson & Mantle Block
KELOWNA
J O S E P H  R O S S I
CONTRACTOR
Plastering and Masonry
Office: - D. Chapman Barn 
Phone 298
WOOD FOR SALE
Pine and Fir. Quality and quan­
tity guaranteed. Price, S3.50.
.  J. W. C. THOMPSON 
Phone 3154
Ttie Great Weht Life Assurance Co.
Head Office, Winnipeg, Man.
Result of Policy in Vancouver
A gentleman connected with 
the Bank of Commerce in Van­
couver, on Sept. 1st, 1908, had a 
20 Payment Life policy issued 
to him by The Great-West, Life 
Assurance Co.
The quinquennial dividends 
were accumulated to lessen the 
number of payments.
On Sept. 1st. 1922, fourteen 
years from the date of the policy 
It was fully paid up, and he re­
ceived in cash $20.65.
It was really a 14 Payment 
Life.
He will receive dividends on 
this paid up policy as long as he 
lives.
.CHARLIE FOWLER 
Kelowna Agent.
HAVE VOUR
BUIIER TVRArriRS
Printed at ih e  Courier OlHcc
PROVINCIAL HIGHWAY
ROUTBiS ARE d e b a t e !)
(Continued from page T)
Beautifully Gold Plated and 
complete in neat leatherette 
case. Just the thing for the 
summ'er camp or to take along 
with you on the next car trip., 
In fact all the Razor that any 
one would desire.
A real Man’s Razor. Former­
ly sold for $5.00.
SE E  D ISP L A Y  IN  O U R  
W IN D O W
T H E  JE W E L E R
PROTECTION
For the W ife  
and Kiddies, 
An income 
for Yourself;
A  policy in 
THE LONDON LIEE, 
Puts your
w orries 
on the shelf.
London Life
INSURANCE CQ.
Established 1874
The Company Paying the Largest Div­
idends to Policy Holders
D E  MAKA & SO N  
Kelowna, B. C. 5-lc
R JOB PRIMING
GO TO THE c o u r i e r ;
the Cleveland survey, but Kamloops 
had opposed this and had asked the 
League to press the ^government to 
make a survey of the Fraricr Canyon 
before doing any construction, and had 
agreed to abide by the decision of 
the cngirtccrs jis between the two 
routes. This prpposal had been adopt­
ed by;thc Good Roads League.'
Continuing his history of the. con­
troversy with Princeton, Mir. Mcigfhcn 
sUted that Mr, Waterman, the, prin­
cipal advocate of the southern route, 
had^stalcd at a recent meeting of the 
Penticton Board of Trade, “So long as 
Kamloops kept quiet, Princeton did,” 
and it had been reported that ' the 
Kamloops people had broken faith 
This, however, was not the case 
Kamloops agreed to abide the decis­
ion of the engineers as between, the 
Cleveland survey and that made later 
by Mr. Gwycr in the Fraser Canyon 
There were only two routes mentioned 
at the time the agreement had been 
made, and both wwe meant to be 
roads over which people could travel 
in comfort and safety, not secondary 
grades and attaining iin elevation of 
nearly six thousand feet. If the en­
gineers had reported in favour of the 
Cleveland survey, using the same stan­
dards of construction as proposed on 
the Fraser Canyon, Kamloops people 
would have been quite willing to have 
abided by their decision, but people 
who, knew the merits of the northern 
route did not intend to be jockeyed 
out of their strong position by the 
adoption of a secondary road to please 
the interests of people at Princeton. 
Any such idea as that the people along 
the line of the C. P. R. and in the 
North of this province would be pre­
pared to fight.
In 1919, Mr, Meighen virent on to 
say, the government had , instructed 
Mr. W. K. Gwyer to make a survey of 
the Fraser Canyon route. This en­
gineer, now district engineer for this 
part of the Interior, located the Can­
adian National Railway through the 
Fraser Canyon, and, as a locating en- 
giiieer; was at the top of his profess 
ion. He made a survey from Yale to 
Ashcroft and also a re-survey of the 
Cleveland route, and comparing the 
two routes, said in his report: “I may 
say that the survey was a detailed in 
strumental one, curves running on the 
ground and cross sections taken a t al 
bi'eaks. The roadbed to be 16 feet 
wide on the tangents and 18 feet on 
the curves, all structures to be o 
steel and designed to carry twenty 
tons. The, old Cariboo road com­
mences at Yale and my locatigu,-with 
a few diversions as shewn on plans, 
practically follows the same route. 
Generally speaking, where this raad 
has not been destroyed by railway 
construction, it' is in good condition, 
and I do. not think it would be out 
of place to pay tribute to the men who 
designed and carried out this work, 
which stands as a monument to them 
after .sixty yea/s, and the excellence 
of which I have yet to see duplicatec 
in this province. I find that I cannot 
improve to any great extent upon the 
location of the old road, generally, 
without*, taking quite expensive work 
Between Yale and Lytton I am using 
36.2 miles of the old road, parts o 
which, however, require widening^ anc 
repairing where partially destroyed by 
railway' construction. While there are 
some very interesting engineering 
problems encountered in the Fraser 
Canyon, there is absolutely nothing yf 
a prohibitive nature, and the total 
cost would not be more than that of 
construction by the Hope-Princcton 
route. I cannot consider this under­
taking as one purely and solely in the 
interests of tourist traffic. A much 
broader view must be taken of the 
situation as a whole. If the interests 
of the whole province are also to bĉ  
considjtrcd in conjunction .with the 
national aspect, then it is imperative 
that this road be constructed on a 
route to serve to the best advantage 
the Interior of British Columbia as a 
whole, and I do not think it can be 
disputed that the only route possible 
to be considered regardless of cost is 
the one which follows the natural 
gateway of th’e Interior by a water 
route via the Fraser River, which is 
the only feasible one in Southern 
B. C. and breaks through the two 
ranges of mountains on a water grade, 
the Coast and Cascade ranges. As 
motor cars have today largely taken 
the place of railways for passenger 
traffic, and the end is by no means in 
sight, there is therefore a most im­
portant point, well worth considering 
when making a decision, and that is. 
would it not be unwise to cross two 
summits after reaching a natural outlet 
to the Coast, this in view of the an­
ticipated development north ?”
After reading the foregoing portion 
of Mr. Gwycr’s report, Mr. Meighen 
stated that the estimated cost of th? 
rival routes, as given by that engin­
eer, were: Fraser Canyon, including 
rnaintcnancc for five years, $1,027,8(G; 
Hope-Princcton, $992,522., This cost 
of construction through the Fraser 
Canyon would be lessened by$161,000 
in the event of the railway companies
jcariiig'their proper proportion of the 
coot of restoring the road they des­
troyed during construction, thus making 
the difference in the cost between the 
two routes $125,720 in favour of the 
Fraser Canyon-should the railways be 
made to contribute their legitimate 
share, and $35,280 in favour of the 
Hopc-Pri|iccton location, if they avoid 
their responsibility. No wonder that 
Mr. Gwycr in wihding up his report 
Stated: “In view of the forciftoing, I 
have no option but to recommend that 
the Fraser Canyon route be adopted," 
Mr. Meighen declared emphatically 
that the people backing up construc­
tion by way of the Fraser Canyon had 
no intention oT breaking faith with the 
people of Princeton as regards the, a- 
greement to abide the decision of the 
engineers. The chief engineer had re­
commended the Fraser Canyon and the 
people of Kamloops objected to Hon. 
Dr. King’s proj^osal to substitute a sec­
ondary road or a new location alto­
gether. In order to be fair, he, Mr. 
Meighen, would read them extracts' 
from the engineers* reports on the 
Cleveland route: “Owing to the large 
rainfall in the Silver Creek Valley and 
the snowfall in this belt, both causing 
frequent slides and freshets, thip sec­
tion will be most difficult for mamten- 
ancc.. At one point,the line, as, located, 
is completely washed away.” Furthef, 
referring to the Muddy Creek section, 
“frequent slides were noticed, and at 
one point the debris included large trees 
brought down by a .slide on the oppo-̂  
site side of the valley, which were piled 
along the banks forty feet in elevation 
above the location of the survey. On 
the 2iid of October, eleven miles below 
the summit, we had pur first snowfall. 
Again, on October‘8th we .had a fall 
of snow. The amount of agricultural 
land that this road would open up is 
extremely small when compared with 
the total cost of construction." There- 
fpre, argued Mr. Meighen, no govern 
ment would entertain the idea )of buil­
ding a trans-provincial road over the 
Cleveland route in preference to viâ  
the Fraser Canyon, so the people who 
favoured a route close to the interna­
tional boundary had persuaded Hon 
Dr. King to get surveys made over the 
Dewdney trail. Dr. King had gope so 
far as to promise to build a cheap secr 
ondary road, a get-by proposition and 
to start construction in the spring of 
1922. The work did not start, how­
ever, Hon. Dr. King .being called to a 
higher sphere of activity and Hon. Dr. 
Sutherland, who succeeded him, not 
seeing fit to follow the policy of his 
predecessor in office. The present pro­
vincial Minister of Public Works had 
stated: “My predecessor, the Hon. Dr. 
King, announced the selection of the 
Dewdney trail route from Hope to 
Princeton. I do not think that the buil­
ding of a more or less makeshift rPad 
would be good busine,ss, as another 
road 'would be demanded in time. So 
he, Dr.' Sutherland, had decided to 
make a thorough investigatipn. After 
discussion he had sent a good engin­
eer over that route last spring, who 
reported that the snow did not leave 
there till June iStK and that there was 
a certainty of slides, so that the season 
for motor traffic would he very short. 
This was, Mr. Meighen remarked, a 
great blow to the advocates of the 
Princeton route, it being the second of 
their locations adversely reported on, 
so they came along -with a third route, 
the Allison pass, which has- an eleva­
tion of 4,450 feet.
The speaker next quoted Mr. P 
Philip, the present Public, Works E n­
gineer of the Province, who, he Stated, 
had summed up the various advantages 
and disadvantages of the various routes 
surveyed as follows: “ Looking at the 
great, impetus likely to be given to 
motor transportation within the next 
decade, any Trans-Provincial Highway 
should be able to accommodate heavy 
traffic to the maximum number, serve 
the largest* possible portion of the Pro­
vince, and be open for, use the longest 
period annually. Difficulties which the 
railway companies removed apart, the 
route paralleling the C. P. R. and giv­
ing access to the great hinterland of 
B. C., besides serving the needs of the 
Okanagan Valley, would conclusively 
appear to be the most feasible, the 
most logical and the most desirable for 
ages to come.” <
Before concluding his speech Mr. 
Mcighan made one reference to what 
he termed “propaganda” spread by 
Princeton people, ■which contained the 
statement that it. would be necessary to 
expend $3,000,000 before the road could 
be built via the Fraser Canyon, also 
that twenty-four level crossings would 
be necessary, at points where the rail­
ways would be intersected. He inform­
ed the audicncCo,that by change of loca­
tion recently made by the engineers 
seven of these crossings had been al­
together eliminated, two converted in­
to subways and fourteen into overhead 
crossings. As regards the statement 
on the foot of a map prepared at 
Princeton stating that four-fifths of 
the population of B. C. is contained 
south of a dotted line marked on the 
map, he would point out that it was 
incorrect, as the highway between 
Hope and Vancouver would be com­
mon to both routes and,- leaving that 
portion out, the population north of 
the line on the map was more than
“ Where Cash Beats Credit”
Our Fall Showing of
D n E S ,  BED GOMFOIITEIIŜ ^̂ Â ^̂
Splendid assortment of colours and designs for the Fall Season
50-inch Curtain Material for side cur­
tains. Priced special at, yard ...... .....
36-inch Radio Drapery, good range 
of colors. Priced special at, yard ....
Art Sateens, from, per yard ................ 27c lip
Curtain Scrims, from, per yard ............. . 20c up
Bed Comforters, well filled, in sizes 60 x 72, 
and 6 6  X 72, in a big assortment 
of patterns, at .1.............. $4.25
Bed Comforters, with fancy border 
priced a t $4. 95 to
Pure down filled Comforters 
as low as ..........
FU M E R T O N 'S G RO CERY SPE C IA L S  
W ith  Free Delivery
Lobster Paste ..............    ISc
1-pt. jars H o n e y .....................25c
Minced Cjollops ........................................   25c
4 lb. Jam, per tin ...................... 80c
3 Packages R. C. Cleanser ............ . 25c
Old City Jam, jar ...............................   SOc
FR ESH  F R U IT S  and V E G E T A B L E S
$1330
minmt sauKEEK
up L O W E R  PR IC E S O N  M E N ’S D R E SS A N D  -  - , , . , - . 0 . 1 - ,  ' MEN^S W O R K IN G  SH O E S :
All wool poiilt, Blankets in  all weights, » to) iz  W e are sole agents for the Famous SlAter and
lbs., in red; khaki, green, grey and white at 
our usual low Fall Prices.
All wool English Blankets in white and grey, 
in d, 7 and 8 lb. weights, /
T U R K ISH  TO W ELLIN G ; P IL L O W
CASES, T A B L E  L IN E N , and LO NG   ̂
C LO TH S
Roller Towelling at 25e, 35c and 45c per yard 
with fancy borders.
Bath Towelling by the yard, full 27 inches 
wide, extra heavy nap, in blue o*" "I
pink stripe, per yard ....... . V -H -e -L v
Invictus Shoe.
M EN’S SL A T E R  SH O E S, $8.50, 
•Genuine Slater Shoes in mahogany calf skin. 
Fox bal, with rubber heels; K A
Fumerton’s Price :............ ......... .
IN V IC T U S C U SH IO N  SO LE, $10.00
Extra fine kid uppers with medium toe. 
Every pair guaranteed. $ 1 0 .0 0
We have twelve lines of .these famous shoes 
to choose from.
M URRAY SH O E S F O R  M E N , $7.50
T-. T • ur * .̂.11 atiH tinlf We have this well known Shoe in tan, mahog-Pure Linen Tabling m iu ll bleached and _ half , comolete sizes and f7  C  A
bleached cloths.
Hemstitched Pillow Cases, 42-inch \  
width,** excellent material, at, each
A N O T H E R  N E W  SH IP M E N T  O F F A L L  
• GOATS, DR ESSES, W A IST S, H A TS  
A N D  DRESS M A TER IA LS
Just Opened Out.  ̂  ̂^
Come in and look them over. The prices will 
be sure to please you. Many are choosing their
any and black; complete sizes and t  A
styles. Fumerton’s price ............ V  A
M E N ’S SO L ID  L E A T H E R  SH O ES, $5.75
In mahogany, made in city, club last, Good­
year sole and rubber heels. d i K  
Price ...........................................
M EN ’S M U L E SK IN  SH O E S, $3.95 .
With solid leather sole, blucher c u t ^  A  
and extra heavy uppers; special 
L E C K IE  BOOTS* $5.95
Hats, Coats and Dresses now, making a small Leckie Oil Tan whole quarter, .'^^bned Bluc^  
ensure getting their 
selections are good.
payment to  tti  t i  choice while er. Full bellows tongue, o u t s id e ^ P  A C
* pocket counter, double sole ........
double that to the south of it. He 
wound up his speech by stating that 
any road built through the mountains 
between Hope and Princeton would 
be open for traffic oiily during four or 
five months of the year, while the'Fra­
ser Canyon route would be available 
for traffic at least ten nionths each sea­
son, and 'stated that any Minister of 
Public Works who would construct a 
motor road oh any of the locations 
made between Hope and Princeton 
woul4.efett a monument of folly to his 
memory. He was loudly cheered by 
the Kamloops contingent and many of 
the audience at the conclusion of his 
remarks, which had been ■very atten­
tively listened to by the advocates of 
the Hope-Princeton route, though many 
of, his statements were undoubtedly 
galling to a large number of those in 
the audiepce.
The chairman next introduced Mr. 
Ernest Waterman, of Princeton, to the 
meeting, and that gentleman, after ma­
king a few pleasant remarks anent the 
district and pe^ople of the Okanagan, 
commenced his arguments in favour of 
tlic Hope-Princeton route by asking 
why, as the controversy had been 
threshed out at various conventions, 
and it had been mutually agreed that 
both parties to it should abide by the 
decision of the engineers, the pqople of 
Karnloops were making such a fuss? 
How, he asked, did the people of Kam­
loops know the decision of the engin­
eers before it had been given? He quo­
ted Hon. Dr. Sutherland as stating that 
construction would commence in 1924,
B u y  a  H o m e  !
C H A R L IE  F O W L E R  & CO..
W ater Street Phone 116.
Real Estate and Rentals  ̂  ̂̂
Fire, L ife, Accident, Sickness and Autom obile Insurance
$450 Ten acres -good lanil, fenced and with stable.
A H A  Good mixed farm, 26^ acres, 6-roomed house. 6}4 
3 ) 0 > v U v  acres orchard, 10 timothy and clover, S arable, 5 
pasture. Barn, silo and good outbuildings. Easy terms. 
W e have many other good buys, including a  fu lly  modern 
8-roomed H ouse on one acre in City. 52-tfc
en in good faith. On finding out that 
Kamloops residents were scurrying 
through the country getting petitions 
signed, the Princeton people had got 
busy too and when they got started 
they had no difficulty in securing sup­
port, from all the towns from Hcdley 
to Fernie, where there was a unani- 
'mous feeling that the only route for the 
highway was that advocated by the 
residents of Princeton. This showed, 
the speaker stated, that Princeton was 
not putting up a fight solely in its 
own interests.
Mr. Waterman next informed the 
audience that, according to the latest 
reports received, the highest elevation 
would be 4,450 feet, less than that of 
either summit in the connection al­
ready built between Cascade and Ross- 
land, and that this route would be op­
en for traffic from June till December 
each season. Who, he asked, but a 
lunatic would wish clP travel by car in
but that the route had not yet been de- winter, so what would be the advan- 
finitely decided on. Princeton, he sta-! tage of having the road open for any 
ted, had adopted a policy of silence.' longer period? Most of the tourist traf-
Karaloops, on the other hand, had got 
excited over the matter and had even 
gone to Ashcroft to secure support 
from the Chinese residents there. If 
the people of Kamloops had the en­
gineers’ reports in their pockets and 
these reports were favourable to the 
Fraser Canyon route, why should they 
have to secure support from Chinese 
at Ashcrofi and Indians at Lytton? 
Also why need they get petitions sign­
ed as far north as Quesnel? If Aider- 
man Meighen and his friends had re­
ports in their possession which were 
satisfactory to them, why were they 
so excited? It was all this cxcitcmnuu 
and fuss that had made the people of 
Princeton sit up and ttiink that it was 
time for them to look into the matter 
and see if this promise oil the part of 
the people of Kamloops about abidiiig 
i>y the report of the engineers was giv*
fic took, place between the dates he 
mentioned,' and th e ‘"Hopc-Princcton 
route would be open quite • long en­
ough for sane people. It had been 
stated by Kamloops men during their 
recent campaign that it would cost 
anything up to $2,000,000 to construct 
a road through the Allison pass, but 
the latest estimate made for a 16-foot 
road bed was $600,000. As regards the 
historic interests connected with the 
old Cariboo rush, he wished to say 
that no one in the Province was more 
anxious than himself to preserve them, 
but sixty years and more had passed 
since that time and these hi.storic re­
lies had nothing to do with modern 
requirements. The Hopc-Princcloii 
route v.ould serve the best interests of 
all the principal towns in the southern 
portion of B. C. and would bring them 
from thirty to one hundred and twenty
Kelowna 
Auto Painters
W hy worry when the  
K elowna A uto Painters
can blot out all the stains and 
troubles on your car and make 
it  look like a real
FA C TO R Y  F IN IS H E D  JO B
Estimates given on all work. 
No job too large, no job too small. 
Correspondence regarding work and 
terms is specially invited from out- 
; side pointa.
Work Reliable. Prices Reasonable. 
’V^orks *
S U T H E R L A N D ’S GARAGE  
LAWRENCE AVE.
Box 692 ' Kelowna, B. C.
NOTICE OF REMOVAL
SIN G  l c e :
Shoe Repairer
Begs to inform his patrons that he 
has removed to new premises on 
LAWRENCE AVENUE 
next to The Oil Shop, where he will 
be pleased to receive the continued 
patronage of old customers and al­
so welcome new ones. .Large stock 
of high-class Shoes at reasonable 
prices. ; P.O. Box 56
miles nearer Vancouver than thc-F’ra- 
ser Canyon location. Besides this, in 
the present state of the finances of the 
Province it would be a foolish and 
criminal wastc of public funds to con­
struct a road that would cost more 
than a million dollars, when a route 
had been found which would not cost 
much more thbii half that sum, As for 
the old Cariboo road along the Fraser
(Continued on Page SJ
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t h e  KELOWNA c o u r i e r  a n d  OKANAGAN ORCHARPIS*»*
RAGE FIVE
Announcements
arii-flt inflcrtlon: 15 cents per u /c
each acldltional iiiflcrtJon, 10 ,^cnt# 
per line. Minimum chargff per 
week, 30 cents. /  .
In estimatlnfif the cost a ^ c r -
'tisement^ subject to the minimum 
chtirge as stated ab o t^ r each initial, 
.•abbreviation or group^of figures not 
.exceeding five copifts as one. word, 
irfind. five words cdunt as. o.nc line.
If so desired; advertisers may have 
tcplicis addressed tp a box_ number, 
care of T h e  Courier, and forwarded 
(to th e ir  private address, or delivered 
.on call at office. For this service, add 
UO cents tej cover postage Or filing.
Fifteen cents per line, each inser­
tion; minimum charge, • 30 cent^ 
Count five words to line. , Each 
initial and group of not more 
: ' than five figures counts, as • 
word.
Dr. Mathison, dentist Willits’ Block, 
telephone 89. ^   ̂  ̂ “ C
E. J. PETTIGREVO', Painter. Phone 
431; Box 316. 36-tfc.
For The Best, _ ;
Go To Alsgard s. , 4S-tfc
FOR SALE-^Mlscollanebus
b a l e d  h a y  for sale, .also pasture 
for stock. Cameron Bros., phone 
512-Rl. _ v _ ± r®
Miss Nancy Borthwick, Bernard 
Avc., is prepared to take pupils (be­
ginners) for the pianoforte, and would 
teach at pupils residence. Moderate 
terms. Phone 454. 50-tfc
Mrs. B. McClure left on Tuesday on 
a visi^to Calgary and district
FO R BARGAINS in furniture, ranges,| 
linoleum, beds, otc„ call and inspect 
I’thc large variety at Jones “
Flan to lineet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN’S 20-tfc
Thb Kelowna Women’s Institute will
e tm  ■
; MAXWELL TRUCK for sale. Over- 
sized tires. Apply. T. Leader. 4-4c
aFOR SALE—Five horse power Scho- 
1 ficld-Holdcn motor ^ a t  engine. Bar- 
.gain. Write No. 368, Courier. 37-tfc
GUNS BOUGHT and sold. All makes 
o f-^ n s  rcpaircd,-.Spurricr s. 46-ttc
""WHITE COW for sale, comin^fresh in 
' May; good milkeft,Apply, J. Rciswig, 
‘OEIlis S t '____________i f P
NO SHOOTING notices on sale at 
The Courier Office.
me t 3 p.m. on Wc^oe®<i»y» Septem-: 
her 26th, in the Elks’ Hall. , ' 5-10
THE PEACOCK STUDIO
c l e a r a n c e  s a l e , Friday jind 
Saturday, Sept. 21, arid Sept'22. 5-1 p
'■'ll '■  ̂ • ■'̂,
The reguia)?f,iticctirig oif the Hospital 
Ladies’ Aid will be held in the Board of 
Trade room on Monday, Scptcriibcr 24, 
at 3.30 p.m', 5-lC* * •
A'mecting of the Women’s Auxiliary 
of the Great War Vetfcrans’ Association 
will be held on Wednesday, September 
26th, in the Club Rooms, for the nom­
ination of officers. Full attendance ,of 
members is requested; meeting to com­
mence at 2(30. ' 5-lc
Rev. Principal W. H. 'Vance, of yan- 
cotiycr, is a guest at the LakcVicw.
Mrs. W. Mahon, of Vancouver, a 
member of the Proviricial Fair "Wage 
Board, is stayinjg in town.
Mr. C. A. Fee, one of the federal offi­
cials in charge of the Banff National 
Park, is paying a visit to the city.
Mr.’ P. E. Doncaster, district cn^n- 
ecr for the Federal Department of Pu­
blic Works, spent yesterday in town.
M r. H. T ,‘ Ravenhill, of Victoria, 
who is making a cycling trip through 
the Interior, is staying at the Lake- 
view,
Mr., H. Bell-Irving arid Miss Bell- 
Irving, of Varicouver, who were stay­
ing at the Palace, 'left on Monday by 
car for Penticton. : / ' ,
T H E  FLOWER BEAUTIFUL. This 
is the tim6 to planl^ Peonies. I have 
.an  extra good collection of red, white 
and- pink, and can supply a few roots 
„at $1.00 each, or a set of six for $5.00. 
F. R. E. DeHart., 5-lc
Keep your eye on Chapin’s window 
for Friday and Saturday candy specials.
'  PEDIGREE COLLIE. PUPS for 
sale, from International Champion- 
• ship stock; sire, Mamtou Aristocrat, 
No? 27753 C.K.C.; ^am, Lady Las^e, 
rNo. 1311 D.K.C.; males, $15.00, perject 
markings. A. H. DeMara, Phone 321R4 
'.Kelowna.
‘3FOR SALE-Second-h^and
baby buggy, two shades, $10. Bar- 
''tholomew,. Strathcona Avenue. 5-lp
A general meeting of thê  Kelowna 
Lawn Tennis Club will be held in the 
Club Pavilion at 4 p.m. on Saturday, 
September 29th. All playing members 
arc requested to attend; business: gen­
eral. E. W. Barton, Hon. Sec.-Treas.
' D̂ZC
John Borthwick, Bernard Avenue, 
teacher of Pianoforte and Singing, has 
resumed teaching. Mr. Borthwick has 
a few vacancies for which early appli­
cation is requested. Phone 454. ,.̂ -tfc
Miss Marie Chapin left on Sunday 
via Summerland for Vancouver, where 
she will finish her last year’s course at 
the University of B. C.
Many friends ,w*h' be glad to hear 
that Mr. R. WhilHs is now able to get 
out of bed and is recovering from his 
long- spell of sickness..
W  ANTED—MisceHaneoUB
W ANTED — Several second-hand 
'^ 5 an o s; Price reasonable and. good 
condition. Apply, No. 400, Courier^^^^
tWANTED—Ads in this column bring 
r ^ I t s .  Fifteen cents a line, each 
• additional insertion, ton c®”*® 
-Minimum charge per week, 30 cents.
WANTED—Orders io r RUBBER 
STAMPS; made iO« the premises. 
Courier Ofiioe. ^Kjelawna
 ̂WANTED—3 -h.p. Stationary gas en- 
*gine, J. F. Roberts, Phone 278-R4^
PHOTO CONTEST OPEN TO 
ALL. The management of the .Em­
press Theatre desire to obtain a photo­
graph of the entrance to. the theatre, 
the improvements to which are now 
nearing completion, and offer two 
prizes of 20 free admissions, each ior 
the best proof sent in, one io r the best 
amateur picture an d  one for the b ^ t  
profesribnal view. The wmmng. com­
petitors are to furnish the negative of 
the chosen photos, no proofs will be 
returned and the decision of the maim- 
ger is to be final. Do not take the 
photos till the Theatre Entrance is 
completely finished. Mark all_entnes 
plainly and address, “Photo Contest, 
Empress Theatre.’’ Contest to close 
Sept. 30th.
Miss E. MacGlashan, of VancouvM, 
is the guest of Mr. and, M r^ p . R* 
Gordon for a few weeks. Miss E. Jones, 
of Vancouver, Mrs. Gordon s sister, is 
also paying Mr. and Mrs. Gordon a 
visit. ■,■■■..,■:■■ ■ - ■'
Mr. “ Billy” Carruthers, son .of Mr. 
and Mrs. E. M. Carruthers, of A e Bel- 
go, returned yesterday from Scotand, 
where he has been in attendance at 
Fettes, the celebrated Scottish public 
school.. — -
CARD OF THANKS
• W ANTED—Milk cow, Jersey prefer- 
" red; must be good milker. Apply, p . 
■ Tutt, Phone 296-R5. 5~lc
HELP WANTED
' WANTED—General help 'for 15th C^- 
tober. Apply, Mrs. W. H. H. 
McDougall, P. O. Box 358. 5-lp
Mrs. Langille and family, desire to 
thank the friends who so kmdly offered 
their services in conveying her to.and 
from the Hospital during Mr. Langijle s 
recent illness, also for the beautitul 
flowers sent, and the many 
pressions of sympathy extended then, 
and at the time of bereavepent. a-lp
'W A N TED —Probationers for the Fall 
class in Kelowna Hospital. Apply> 
- ’Mrs. Wilmot. matron. 48-tfc
CHURCH NOTICES
TO RENT
UNITED C H U R p . 11 a m 
Better Exodus.” 7.30 p.m., God al­
ways pays.’* S.S.,,, 2.30 p.m.
TO LET—Room, with or without 
board. Apply, 106 Park Ave. 5-lp
jFOR R E N T — S-roorried bungalow,
with cellar, water supply in. kitchen, 
--two miles froni town. Apply, J- A. 
TBigger. Phone 390-R4. S-tfe
Rev. Alexander and Mrs. MacLurg 
will be at home a t  the Parsonage, Rip^ 
ter St., on Thursday, Sept. 27th, from 
3 to 6 p.m., and from 8 till 10 P*m.
NOTICE
WANTED TO RENT
W A N tE D  TO RENT—Two modern 
bungalows, each having two bed­
rooms. G. A. Fisher, Agent, Kclbwna.
4-tfc
f o u n d
FOUND—Black club bagi Owner can 
have same by- proving ownershp and 
■paying for this advertisement. Phone 
:S05R3, 5-lc
A Licensed Scalers’ examination will 
be held at Bobbing Mill, at Westbank,
on Wednesday, October 3rd. Candi­
dates should present themselves at the 
Ferry Wharf. Kelowna, at 9 a.m._on 
that day, or at Dobbin s at 9.^_a.
m. Further particulars of Charts Per­
rin, Asst. Ranger, Kelowna; Old­
ham. Forest Ranger, Penticton, or Dis­
trict Forester, Vernon, B. A-
f r u i t  PA C K ER S W A N T E D
Wanted for our Oyama Packing 
House, ten packers. Good fruit, both 
grader and bin packing. Goo^ meals 
* jand accommodation close to Packing 
House. Starting about September 1st. 
Phone or write, _
H. SLATER, Manager 
'Vernon Fruit Union, Vernon, B. C. 
' 5U-ttc
e q u i t y
in conveniently situated bunga­
low  in Kelowna;
W IL L  SE L L  or EX G H A N O E  
FO R  A U TO  
or Other Property.
Address - - P* O-
CASCADE, B.C.  4-2p
Under the Bankruptcy Act
TOBACCO AND 
W EC TIO N ER Y SHOP
AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE
F O R  S A L E
TENDERS will be received by the 
- undersigned up to 11 a.m., Tuesday, 
September 25th, 1923, for the purchase 
of Stock and . Fixtures of James 
Sturgeon, Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, 
B. C. Store will be open for inspection 
Saturday, September 22nd, from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. ' ■,
Stock sheets can be seen at the store. 
The highest or any tender not nec-
¥ h E ® r « A N  CREDIT MEN'S 
TRUST ASSOCIATION LIM ITED 
Authorized Trustee. _
;244 Hastings St. W., Vancouver, B. C.
W e have a Policy that^ pro­
tects you in case of accident 
against—
Liability for injuries to  any  
person; .
Dam age to  property of 
others;
Dam age to  your own car;
Fire in the garage or any­
where. .
INSURANCE AGENTS
M cTavish & W him s
Insurance^ Real Estate
SUBSCRIBE TO THE COURIER
Local and Personal
♦UUWtlWHHMHMHHUUMeilltlWIMI
Miss Nellie Jones left today for the 
Coast.
Mr, A. Smith, of the teaching staff 
of the Public School, having kindly 
conschted to take charge of one of the 
sections of the local 'Wolf Cub Pack, 
we arc . asked by Cubmastcr H. G. 
Bartholomew to stUtc that every Cub, 
both Sections A and B is requested 
to turn Up at the Scout Hall next Wed-
Mr. John Latta went today to Sas­
katoon.
nesday evening at 7 p.m. sharp. Anv 
■ ■ * ' ’ ----- al-boys who wish to join the Cubs arc 
so asked to be at the Scout Hall at the 
same hour. '
The? Vernon fall assizes will be held 
on November 6th.
Mr, J. A. Shier left last week for the 
prairies on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs, E. Brydonc-Jack, of 
Victoria, arc at the Lakcvicw.
It lias' been pointed out by a num­
ber of farmers that the residents of the 
city should not be liackward in send­
ing exhibits of flowers and vegetables 
to the Fall Fair, as in many portions 
of the outlying district the f.itilitics for 
irrigating and watering gardens h.^ve 
ceased to exist and therefore city peo­
ple, who have ample water at their dis­
posal, shotild be able to compete suc­
cessfully With their country neighbours.
Mr. C( D. Taprcll, of Calgary, a for­
mer manager of the Hotel Vancouver, 
spent last Friday in the city, travelling 
north the next day. ' "
At tea minutes to three o'clock this 
morning fire broke out at thri hopper, 
where sawdust is stored, at the Kelow­
na Sawmill Company’s planing mill. It 
was first noticed by Mr. J. A. L. 
Lawrcncc’as he was coming down Ber­
nard Avenue on his return from a 
party, and he sent in the alarm. Both 
trucks of the Fire Brigade turned out 
promptly and, though thc_ fire had 
made considerable headway, it was ex­
tinguished in half-an-Hour’s time. No 
damage was donc^to any part of the 
planing mill except the hoppciy
Commencing on Satrirday, adjourned 
to Monday, then to Wednesday and a- 
gain until today, the case of Rex. vs. 
P. W. Runcie is still prdceeding at the 
Provincial Court House, before Stipen­
diary Magistrate Weddell, as we go' 
to press. The charge is a serious sta­
tutory offence against a girl and, ow­
ing to the nature of the cviderice, the 
case is being heard in camera, the gen­
eral public being excluded. Mr. F. L. 
Shaw, of Ritchie & Shaw, is acting as 
Crown Proi^ecutor, and Mr. T. F. Mc­
Williams is appearing for the defence.
Messrs, Grotc Stirling and H. B. D. 
Lysoiis returned on Friday froln a trip 
to the Lower 'Okanagan during which 
they took in Kcrcmcos and Cawston, 
where they visited the canneries. They 
report that these, arc not putting up a 
full pack, but an excellent product, the 
quality of the tomatoes grown in the 
Similkainccii district this season being 
exceptionally good. Mr. Lysons is of 
the opinion that this is largely due to 
the growers there Iiavitif  ̂ planted the 
John Baer tomato, which is round, with 
no green on the back, very sinooth and 
medium in size, the fruit having the 
additional advantage of being much of 
a size, so that few culls reach the can­
neries and packing houses. It is rather 
doubtful if this tomato would be suit­
able for the Kelowna district, as it 
iriight not produce i the necessary ton­
nage, hut it would be well worth plant­
ing in small area as an experiment, 
w hat impressed them on their trip was 
the fact that in the Similkamcen no 
Japanese arc being employed in tomato 
cultivation, the growers,there doing the 
tilling themselves.
Mir. L. E. Moore, manager of the cir­
culation department of the MacLean 
Publishing Co., of Toronto, is a busi­
ness visitor to the city today.
Dr. G. L. Cariipbell left on Friday 
for the East on a trip which will take 
him to Montreal and Pembroke, Ont.,
where he will visit his relatives, after 
which he will attend the Banting clinic 
in Toronto and the convention of the 
College'of American Surgeons at Chi­
cago. Dr. Campbell will bring some 
insulin back with him, which will be 
welcome news to a number, of sufferers 
in this district. He expects to return 
home in about dne month’s time.
PROVINCIAL HIGHWAY
ROUTES ARE DEBATED
(Continued from page 4)
Mr. H. H. Watson, of Vancouver, a 
former Grand Master of the Provincial 
Lodge A. F. & A. M., who paid the 
city a visit on Friday,' left. for Nor­
thern Okanagan points at the end of 
last week. , '
People are all busy at'this season of 
the year brit that is no reason why they 
should forget they have' a chance ol 
winning twenty free admissions to the 
Empress Theatre, which would he a
nice thingi to have in one’s pocket after 
the fall rush of work is over; The com­
petition for the Photo Contest closes at 
the end of this month, so it is 
those ■who -have cameras, or c ^  bor­
row or steal one, to watch for the first 
really fine day between now and then 
and secure a good picture of the-front 
of the theatre as it looks since the re­
cent improvements.
At the RowcHffe packing house 
heavy shipments of McIntosh apples 
are being made. It is reported there 
that the shipping season for all soft 
fruits is practically over, this including
semi-ripe tomatoes.
Brigadier and Mrs. T. Coombs, of 
Vancouver, the divisional commanders 
of the Salvation Army, will be m the 
city over the week end and will conduct 
the special Thanksgiving Services next 
Saturday and Sunday.
On Saturday a number of the pupils 
of the Public School, accompanied by 
Miss M. F. Wdhams, went by steamer 
to Okanagan Centre, where they had 
a pleasant time and were hospitably 
entertained by Mr. and Mrs. \V. J. 
Gibbons. .
Arrangements are being m ade td 
have a first-class poultry exhibit at the 
Fall Fair. Mr. J. V. Ablett, president 
of the local branch of the B. C. Fo^l- 
trymen’a Exchange, has been very 
busy lately in forwarding this move­
ment. The challenge cups which will, 
be competed fer can be seen in the 
window of Thos. Lawson Ltd., nnd 
make a very fine display. They are 
the Occidental Cup, the Okanagan 
Canning Cup, the Dawson Cup, the 
Ellison Milling Cup, and the Frank 
Powick Cup. Competition at the poul­
try show this y ea rjs  expected to be 
very keen.
The Child Welfare Chni^ held on 
Tuesday afternoon in the Elks m il  
was well attended, thirty-five mothers 
bringing their children to be examined 
by Dr. H. B. MacEwen, who was as­
sisted by the District Nurse, Miss Jan­
et M. Hardy, and a committee of lad­
ies representing the Kelowna Women s 
Institute. .
Many friends in town will be inter­
ested to hear that Mr. and Mrs. D. Mc­
Millan have announced the en^gement 
of their youngest daughter, Christina 
Arthula, to Mr. Raymond Kerfoot, ot 
Portand, Ore. The wedding is to take 
olace at the home of the bride s si^er, 
Mrs. S. E. Burke, of Seattle, on Oct­
ober 23rd.
Bouquets seldom come the way of a 
newspaper; knocks are rnuch more plen­
tiful. I t  was therefore a pleasam p r -  
prise to receive from Mri Jack Ovmg- 
ton, of Merritt, who refereed the final 
match for the Rpbertson Cup, played 
at Kamloops between the Merritt and 
Kelowna football teams, a letter, so 
warmly appreciative of the report of 
the game published by _ The Courier 
tha*! our modesty forbids its publication 
in f^ll. In brief, he says the copy of 
The vourier sent to him was eagerly 
read by the Merritt players, who ex­
pressed themselves as much pleased 
with the account of the game and de­
sired him to convey their thanks. Mr. 
Ovington states that he has had much 
experience as a football referee in the 
Old Country, Vancouver Island, Van­
couver and Crow’s Nest Pass country, 
which explains why his services in that 
capacity were so thoroughly satisfac­
tory to both teams in the Robertson 
Cup final.
Mrs. L. Kelly, who for the past year 
had been staying with her son, Mr. L. 
J. Kelly, and Mrs. Kelly, left on Sat­
urday on her return trip to her home 
in Bristol, England. She will stop off 
at several points of interest in the 
East and sail by the s.s. “Minnedosa 
from Montreal to Southampton on the 
26th.
The Provincial Police in this dis­
trict have received instructiOfis from 
the Attorney General’s Department, 
Victoria, to prosecute any car owners 
travelling at night without lights, with 
their small light on th^ wrong side of 
the car, or neglecting to give the pro­
per signals.
Mrs. W. Warrch, of Banff, who was 
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Broad 
during the early part of the week, mo­
tored south on Tucsejay on her way 
home via Penticton, Grand Forks, Nel­
son and the Banff-Windcrmcrc High­
way. Mrs. Warren, who is well known 
at Canada’s national summer resort for 
her many acts of philanthrophy, has 
been making a very extended tour by 
car of western Canada, Washington 
and Oregon.
A modern pre-cooling and rcfrigeraT 
ting plant, sufficiently large to handle 
the bulk of the agricultural and horti­
cultural products of the nearby portion 
of the Fraser Valley, is to be erected 
at New Westminster in time to handle 
next year’s crop.
Draistic new regulations, framed for 
the purpose of keeping B. C. potatoes 
free from disease, are to be put into ef­
fect immediately. They w;ill be admin­
istered by provincial officials under au­
thority conferred by the federal De­
partment of Agriculture, and under 
them it is prohibited to display seed 
potatoes for sale unless they bear the 
certificate of the official who person­
ally inspected them.
* *
The convention of the British Col­
umbia and Washington sections of the 
American College of Surgeons, which 
will be held at Victoria on the 28th 
and 29th of this month, will be at­
tended by most of the prominent sur­
geons of Canada and the United States. 
A number of clinics'in the Victoria hos 
pitals arc a prominent portion of the 
programme. ^
National Shoe IVee^
Offerings
• Both the local canneries report that 
the great rush of tomatoes is over, 
though the fruit is still coniing in in 
sufficiently large quantities to necessi­
tate work almost every night. At the 
Occidental, Pond’s Seedling plums and 
Italian prunes arc also being canned. 
The management of this factory state 
that for the past few days some toma­
toes from the lower flats near town 
have been showing signs of frost, but 
that this is by no means general, the 
frost having apparently only affected 
a few low-lying spots. They expect 
that this season will rival last year for 
length, if no frost occurs on the 24th, 
when there will be a full moon, The 
shipping department of this company 
is busy with a great run on McIntosh, 
which are,being exported to the United 
Kirigdom. They are also sending heavy 
shipments of onions to , prairie points. 
The Dominion Cannery is still short of 
male help. >
/
Wc h;ivc some money-saving values for 
SHOE WEEK. It will pay you to look over 
these n e w  styles and special values that we 
are offering. Now is the time to look to your 
shoe needs and wc have a large assortment to 
show you. ‘
A new Reige Suede Oxford has just bccii 
placed into stock. It comes in a good fitting 
last and low heels, an ideal sport ( g O  Q K
Brown Calf Oxfords in a good quality Shoe 
that will wear right through t'le GJ/J 
fall; rcg. $8.75. Shoe'Week p r i c e i  tP  
Black Suede Oxfords
exceptional value .............. ..... .......0 O'
Black K id O xfords in V assar make, comes 
w ith  C uban heels and pointed toe.
Special .............-t............ ...............
Black Kid Oxford with combination last.
Cuban heels.
Shoe Week Price ....................... . . . . . v U « 0 O
Black Glace Kid Oxford, in the well known 
K quality, comes with high Cuban 7 ^
heels. Shoe Week Special ..... . • 0 O
Brown Kid Strap Slippers with F7C!
high heels ......J.......  ........ 0 O
Boys’ Shoes ni a large assortment of blacks 
and browns in sizes up to Q K
Shoe Week Special, per pair ........
A  Table lu ll of C H IL D R E N 'S SH O E S at a 
, G REAT R E D U C T IO N .
Canyon, he with many others would 
prefer to see it from a Pullman car. In 
any case that road could not be put 
into shape for traffic -without the ex­
penditure bf aii inimense sum of money, 
which could be put to better use in 
opening up hew territory. Another ad­
vantage of the Southern route was that 
it was much nearer the centres of pop­
ulation in the United States, and would 
therefore naturally attract more tous- 
ist traffic. Kamloops' people were 
greedy, they had the Old Men’s Home, 
what ^ore  did they need?,. He would 
not detain the audience longer, as his 
friend Mr. Alex. Morrison,'' of Kere- 
meos, would now address them.
Mr. Morrison, began his speech by 
claiming that “the earliy. engineers’ 
joute” was not by way of the Fra§er 
Canybh.' Iri a reminiscient ihbbd he 
took his audience back to the pioneer­
ing days, when there was a gold rush 
to Rock Creek, the time when what 
was knqvfrn as “the Rock Creek Re­
bellion” took place and told how Gov­
ernor Douglas had quelled it by pro­
mising to build a road from the Coast 
to Rock Creek. This route was the 
proper one to follow now, it being for 
the good of the greatest number. 
Pointing to the map which the Prince­
ton people had hung up on the stage, 
hd exclaimed: “do you want the toufr 
ists from the States to enter the Okan­
agan by the back door?” Should the 
Highway be constructed via Yale and 
Lytton, what country would it open 
up? All the towns in the Canyon hrid 
died, or were dying, he said. The con­
struction of the Canadian Northern had 
waked up the Chinese residents a lit­
tle, but they had soon gone to sleep 
again.
Mr. Morrison, who during this por­
tion of his speech was so frequently in­
terrupted that he had to ask,the aud­
ience to give him “British fair play, 
next spoke lengthily of the grades 
through the Fraser Canyon on the pro­
posed route of the Highway, his argu­
ment being that while as great an ele­
vation might not be reached as if ®uu- 
struction were by the Allison pas^ still 
there would be many steep climbs to 
make. He followed this up by describ­
ing the natural resources of the coun­
try  between Hope and Princeton, which 
he stated to be immense, both in tim­
ber, agricultural lands and mining p<^- 
sibilitics. Regarding the snowfall, he 
said it had been grossly exaggerated, 
and that if a sufficiently wide roadway 
were built, the snow would soon melt 
away in the spring. After this he men­
tioned the snow shcds^along the Fra­
ser Canyon on the C. P. R. line. This 
caused the Kamloops delegates present 
to cry out repeatedly “there are none, 
and on his quoting promises made by 
the Hon. Dr. King that the road would 
be built by the Hopc-Princeton route 
there was a great deal of laughter, 
which caused him to state that people 
should surely still be able to place faffh 
in the" utterances of public men. He 
wound up his speech by severely criti­
cizing the provincial government for 
having so many surveys made, dcclar- 
imr that if they were continued much 
longer they would have cost the price 
for which a road could have been put 
through. ,
After Mr. Morrison’s address, the 
chairman called for speakers who wish­
ed to address the meeting for five min­
utes each, and the first to mount the 
platform was Mr. W. K. Clark, of 
Vernon. This speaker seemed to make 
a good hit with the audience as he was 
loudly applauded when he argued that 
a circle route was the best for the O- 
kanagan and that it was essential that 
tourists should not have t6 return by 
the- same road they came om,. He 
strongly, advocated the Fraser Canyon
Neti) Winter Coats
We haVe how in stock a large assortment of 
new Coats. These come in the latest styles 
and at reasonable prices.
Make your selection now. ;
,1 *.
P H O N E  361 K E L O W N A , B. C.
SHOOTING NOTICE
All permits to ishoot on my property 
are hereby cancelled. .
The shooting on my Mission ranch 
for the season 1923rl924 has been'as- 
■signed-,o E. J. Magmrej^
Sept. 13, 1923. , 4-3c
RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
NOTICE OF SALE
RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
POUND NOTICE
Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that 
a heavy black colt, two hind and one 
front foot white, white stride on face, 
no brand visible, was impounded in the 
Pound kept by the undersigned on the 
South-East Ji, Section 23, Township 
26, on 'Wednesday, the Sth day of 
September, 1923.
A. W, DALGLEISH,
4_2c Pbundkeeper.
Notice is hereby given that I will, , on 
Saturday, the 29th day of September, 
1923, sell at Public Auction, at 2 p.m., 
in front of the Pound at Rutland, and 
being within my Pound,^ District, the 
following impounded animal: a bay
mare, white on-face,- small brand on 
left shoulder, not distinct, looks:; like 
Y T Dated the 19th day of September, 
1923. '
A. W. DALGLEISH, 
S-lc Pouiidkceper.
SOUTH EAST KELOWNA 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT ,
route, which would bring tourists into 
the Interior; where they could travel 
on to Alberta by way of thfe Okanagan.
Mr. W. A .. McKenzie, M.L.A. for 
Similkamcen, was the next to speak 
and he began his remarks by alluding 
to the ungentlemahly interruptions 
which took place when Mr. Morrison 
was addressing the meeting. He next 
referred to the immense debt of the 
Province, stating that if a road could 
be built at less cost by way of the Alli­
son pass, that route should be chosen. 
He claimed that the people of his con­
stituency had consistently stood by 
their guns and would have no other 
than the southern route. ■ He also dis­
credited the Cleveland report, stating 
that all it had cost the government was 
$13,000, and it was impossible for an 
exhaustive survey to he made for that
Tenders will be received by the un­
dersigned up to noon on Monday, the 
1st October, 1923, at the DistrieJ,'Of­
fice, 'Crowley Building, Kelowna, B.C., 
for excavating 5,500 feet of trench, 
minimum depth 4 feet, bottom width 
1 foot 6 inches, also for laying 2" dia­
meter wood stave pipe, and backfilling' 
same, for Domestic pipe line on the 
K. 'L. O. Lower; Benches.
Work to be done under instructions 
of the District Manager.
Specifications rriay be seen at the 
District Office. Lowest or any tender 
not necessarily accepted.
HARRY B. EVERARD,
. Secretary of the Trustees. 
Kelowna, B. C., -
, 19th September, 1923. S-2c
OSOYOOS LAND DISTRICT
sum.nil* ^ _ _
One of the Kamloops d^egates, Mr. 
D. B. Johnstone, next addressed the 
meeting. He took a pointer and created 
a great deal of laughter by poking fun 
at the map the Princeton men had 
hung up on the stage. Referring to the 
statement that Dr. King was reported 
to have made tfiat- ‘*he was afraid of 
the Fraser Canyon,” Mr. Johnstone 
remarked that what Dr, King had real­
ly been afraid of was the electors of 
the constituency of Cranbrook, vvhich 
statement called forth loud cheers from 
the Kamloops people in the audience.
The last to speak was Mr, Joe Har­
wood, of Vernon, who made a stirring 
appeal to all; asking them to remem­
ber that the only road which would 
serve the interests of the country was 
the one which would give the greatest 
number an easy means of access.be­
tween the Coast and Interior for the 
longest period possible annually, j 
In concluding the proceedings, the 
chairman expressed the indebtedness ot 
the people of Kclo,wna to both ̂ parties 
’for coming here and imparting infprm- 
ation in regard to the rival routes. At 
his request, the audience joined^him 
in a tribute of thanks to both dclcga- 
■ Mela
District of Yale
TAKE NOTICE that Countess Irene 
Bubna, of Kelowna^ B. C., lanchcr, 
intends to apply for permission to pur­
chase the following described lands:— 
Commencing at a 'posLplantcd at the 
South-East corner of Section 28, Town­
ship 23, Osoyoog District, thence North 
60 chains, thcncc West 20 chains, thence 
South 60 chains, thcncc East 20 chains 
to point Of commencement, and contain­
ing by admeasurement 120 acres, be 
the sarnie more or less. »
COUNTESS IRENE BUBNA, 
per D. McDougall.
Dated I7th Sept., 1923. 5-lOc
THE CORPORATION OP THE 
CITY OF KELOWNA
SUBSCRIPTION LIST
A Subscription List for the relief of 
those suffering from the rcQcnt ciwth- 
quakes in Japan has been’opened at 
the office of'the City Clerk. Any 
son who is desirous of contributing to 
this fund may dp so by paying his 
subscription to the City Clerk ami en­
tering *liis name and the amount of 
same on the said list. '
Bv order of the Municipal t-ouncil, 
G. H. DUNN,
Kelowna, B. C., City Clerk.
September 12th, 1923. < 4-2c
tions, to the Elks’ quartette,^ whic^had
ru^nlshcd musit during the intcrvtjl af- 
- • ’ - * fijiadc.ter the main speeches had been . .
and to Mr. F. W. Simmons, who mad
kindly given tlic use of the theatre.
The meeting closed with the singing 
of the National Anthem,
-r 1..
 ̂ f
%
*
tfi.
V h o n  SIX
?*yxpWWA COUBIBR AWP Q X A H A O ^ ORCHAEPISI*
tlieThe aiiplano patroremployed t»y 
icdctikl FIslicriett Protection Service 
Itao liad a huoy ficason thla year. Some 
»jfour tiiotiBaiid five hundred niyca have 
been covered, the patrol# extending 
from the Naao river south tp  ̂Rivers 
/in le t. The object of this system of 
.patrols in to apprehend any fishermen 
employing illegal methods Of fishing, 
ouch as nets longer'than ^hc regula­
tions allow, or those fishing during 
the closed period, from Friday night 
to Sunday night.
; Jim  Browne •
TO ItAlSE FUNDSFOR JAPANESE R ELIEF
Red CroBft Society Acĉ cb to Request 
Of Dondnion Government
**Stick to one grade of Gasoline 
—you^ll find it pays. Two brands 
of gasoline, made by dlfFcrcnt 
manufacturers, may be equally 
good. But, mix these two grades g  
m your tank, and you actually, get, . 
a third product which »b usually 
am inferior motor fuel. It s like 
mixing two doctors prescrip.j' 
tions to compound a mixture pt
At the request of the, Dominion Gov­
ernment the Red Cross Society has pn- 
dcrtakOti to raise a nation-wide relief 
fund for the sufferers of the'reccnt ter­
rible disaster in Jppan, which the latest 
official • riiports show to be withoqt pre- 
ccdont in the world's history. Every 
country in the Wprld .is responding 
to tile call for help, pnd it w ill re­
quire their united efforts ^o assist 
adequately in caring for the homeless 
and destitute, of whom there are con­
siderably Over a mllMon,
The British Columbia Division of
the Reel Crosp took jmmediate^ steps
to send relief, as sbofi as the disaster 
bccamte known, and a large consign­
ment of tinned and powdered^ milk 
went forward op the “Empress^of Rus- 
9ia" last week. The Division has also 
sent its Director ,of Nursing and p 
staff nurse to assist in caring tor
DIVISION 1.—NORSES
Directors: Messrs. Price, Barlcc, Cameron & Lambly.
'Tudging will be by points, and auy ®mmal scoring 
less tihan 759b shall not he eligible for
Exhibits mqst he on the" grounds/by ,10 ou
.October 3rd, and must not be removed till 4 p.m. on
2nd
the sick and injured, and they will re- 
^  .. . .4. ?irA need-1
your own#
Premier Gasoline
is a scientifically compounded 
gasoline of the highest quahty. 
It is always uniform, is manumc- 
tured from the  same crude oil, 
never varying from month to 
month.
I t  can be obtained at all hours, 
from the
H O N ES T-M EAS U R E
V ISIB LE
PUM P
where you SEE ALL YOU 
GET, AND GET ALL YQU 
PAY FOR; at
main: as long as their services arc
The children in the schools, through! 
the Junior Red Gross, arc raising a
fund for the Japanese children,^ apd 
there is scarcly a child who will not 
want to make some little sacrifice to 
help these unfortunate little ones.
The mayors and reeves throughout 
the Province have been asked for their 
support and co-operation in raising
sfunds, and the Red Cross appeals to 
every citizen of British Columbia to 
contribute. Where there is a local 
Red Gross campaign, subscribers are 
asked to hand their donations to the 
local relief committee. ' It is. not posr 
siblc to cover everj^district in the PrO" 
vince by. these means, and residents of 
rural communities are asked to send 
their contributions in direct to the 
British Columbia Division, Canadian | 
Red Cross Society, 626 Pender Street, 
VVest, Vancouver, B;C., or hand thena 
to the Government Agent. All dona-1 
tiohs will be promptly acknowledgpd-
If it should be decided to purchase! 
relief supplies with the money raised,
6r even a portion of it, such supplies 
will be purchased in British .Column 
bia and forwarded from Vanepaver. 
The Japanese Consul advises that |(T he House w ith  a S m ile )_ ,..l
I underwear and towels. The Red Crp?s 
Ueqiieists that only new clothing or gar- 
I ments in excellent: conditions b e . sent | 
in, as only such ayiil be- fp r^rded .
Permanent
friends
TH E BLUE STAR LIN E
FA ST REFRIGERAT­
ED STEAMSHIP ^E R r j 
VICE
Sw eet and wholesom e and 
, tiiiconMnonly rich-—-Pacific
M ilk by its merits has won  
friends,' won them perman­
ently. The letters we have 
tun into hundreds and good­
ness knows how  many say  
they never intend to use any 
other but Pacific Milk.
PaGjliG Milk Go., Limited
Head Office: ViBGOi»eryB.C. 
Factories at Ladner and Abbotsford, B.C
ADMIRAL ORIENTAL
, LINE, Agents
Latest type and design vessels ly  to
14 knots speed. R ^ u la ^ ^ d e ^ n ^ b ^
I service l^om P A C l^ C ^ C O A C T  
PORTS direct- to GLASGOW, 
ERPOOL, LONDON aiicTother Eu­
ropean ports via Panama Canal.
AU steamers equipped
coolrooms and refrigerated chambera 
for transportation o f ^ p lc s  and au 
■ other kinds of fnut, .fish, cheesy eggsand other perishable a i id j o r ^ ^  cMgo.
FALL'SAILIN G SCHEDULE 
Steamers Seatde
Albionstar Oct. 15 21
605 Hastings St. West, Vancouver,
ship Co.
1
Manufactured
We
Invite
Comparison
IN  T H E  O K ANAG AN
for
O K A N A G A N  G RO W ERS  
by
A N  O K A N A G A N  FIR M
Light
Strong
Rigid
A R E  Y O U  U SIN G  T H E M  ?
S .  M .  S I M P S O N
' SASiH AND DOORS and M ILL W ORK
Phone 312. Abbott St., opp. C ity Park. P .O . Box 452.
B A C K E D  BY
Service and Quality
Y O U R  O R D E R S W IL L  B E  A P P R E C IA T E D  A N D  
G IV E N  C A R E FU L  A N D  PR O M PT  A T T E N T IO N
W m < S t  S O N
Dealers in Masons’ Siipplies and Coal
Phone 66 P.O. Box 166
$2.50
2.50
October 4th. . ,
r*lnfl8 ■■' ' ' ■•  ' ' . . , ,
1- ̂ Saddlc Horse, over 15 hands, marc. ̂
2— Saddle Pony, under 15 hands,
marc or gelding .......
DIVISION 2.—c a t t l e  .
Directors: Messrs. Price, Barlcc, Cameron & Lambly.
Judging will he by points, and^ any animal _ecpring 
less than^75% shall not be eligible, for
Exhibits,, except milk cows, must be on the grounds 
|,y 10 a.m; on October 3rd, and must not be removed 
tUI 4 p?m. on October 4th. Milk cows must be on the 
grounds by 10 a,m. on October 4th, and must not be
*^*A?rrcgbtcrc^ papers to be produced at time of
1st
....$10.00 
...1 10.00
entry.
Class ; „  ,
1— Pedigree Bull, dairy
2— Pedigree Bull, beef - * *
. Pedigreed Cow, Any Ago
3— ̂ Holstcin ......."••••••••:
4— Jersey ..................... ..... ..........
S^Gucrnscy ........................
6— Ayrshire ................. ................ ......
7— Any other breed
2nd
$5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00rt  O  o ca - .............. ...  ^
Pedigreed Heifer, Two Years and under Three _
—Holstein ....................... - .... -...... .........r 2n
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
8  i i  —. .
9— Jersey  ............. . .................. ^ Vgn
10—Guernsey  ........— ............ 2 S0
12—Any other breed ................... -r--"  ^.00 2.50
pedigreed Heifer, One Year and undw Two 
13^Holstein ........... ................. ..... ....... • 5*”"
14— Jerscy  ...................... - -  - .....
15— Guernsey   .......... .................—-* •
16— ̂ Ayrshire  .....-........... -r—r-: :......*
17— Any other breedP e ^ g re ^  Heifer Calf
18— Holstein  ................... ............... —.....  J  oq
19— Jersey   .................. .•....... ..............
20— Guernsey ................... ..................
21— Ayrshire   ^...............................  J.OO
22— Any other breed
23— Holstein ....— - ...-................-
24 ^Jersey .............................  ................ XX
25̂ —Guernsey ..........................
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
26—Ayrshire 4.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00 
2.00
3.00
2.00 
2.00
-.... ..........4(1(127*—Any other breed .................. -  *t«vu
Grade Cattle for Dairy Purposes.
28- ̂ Cow    ‘"^r.......
29— Heifer, 2 years ..............—•—:—
30— Heifer, 1 year - —- r -5-UU
Grade Cattle for Beef , ^
31- ̂ Cow .......-.... -—    — Vnn
32— Heifer, 2 years —....——— -----
33-  ^Heifer, 1 year — ..............—•————
DIVISION 3.—PIGS
-Directors: Messrs. Price, Barlee, Cameron &
Judging will be by points, and any animal scoring 
less than 75% shall not be eligible for^First 
Exhibits must be on the^ grounds 
October 3rd, and must not be removed till 4 p.m. on
^ A ? l registered papers to be produced at Jiine of
2nd1st
$3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 
3.00*
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
B.C*, or the nearwt c L ^ ’ 'miral Oriental Line or Pacific Stwra-
49-tfc
entry. -•
Boar, any age. Registered^
1— Berkshire —  ------ —------------- cna
3—D uroc.............. . • —”
3— Any other breed -— —-- -
Brood Sow, Registered _
4- —Berkshire —---------
6— Any other breed ....-•r--— ^Pair Spring Pigs, 1923
7— ̂ Berkshire - —-«•— r——̂— ---- -------  2'XX
8— Duroc ... . .- -3 .......,.- ------- - J W
9— Any other breed — ..... a.uu-
Bacon Pigs
10—Pair Pigs, any age, cared for by _  
girl or boy 16 years and under — 5.UU 
DIVISION 4.—SHEEP 
Directors: Messrs. Price, Barlee, Cameron & Lambly 
Judging will be by points, and any animal scoring 
less than 75% shall not be eligible Tor First 
Exhibits must be on
October 3rd, and must not be removed till 4 p.m. on
^A?h^registered papers to be''produced at time of 
entry.
^1—Pedigree Ram, Oxford^.--------
2— Pedigree Ram, Shropshire ---  a.UU
3— Pedigree Ewe,' any breed-----------  5.UU
4— Pair Fat Sheep .................-- -----  4.00
5— Pair Spring Lambs ------------- -
D iVISION 6.—FARM PRODUCE AND HONEY
Directors: Messrs. Coe and Jones ; /
' Exhibits must be in the Hall by the evening of
October 1st. . ,Butter, or packages containing it, must not be 
branded or exhibit any marks before hemg j^ g e d . 
Failure to comply with this rule shall disqualify the
c £ ls “” '' . . 1“*1— Dairy Butter, made by exhibitor, 
not less than 5 lbs. ui tub br crock $3.00
2— Dairy Butter, made by exhibitor,  ̂ . 
not less than 3 lbs., in prints .... 3.00
3— Best" Honey in Comb (not less  ̂ ,
4— Honey, extracted (not less than
quart jar)   ---- ------------- •— - .H X
5— Observation nucleus — ..—---------- -
DIVISION 7.—VEGETABLES
2nd
$2.50
2.50
2.50 
2.00 
2.00
2nd
$2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
Directors: Messrs. Coe; and Jones  ̂ ,
Exhibits must be in the Hall on the evening of 
October 1st. All varieties to.be named by exhibitors.
ClSLSS
1— Beans, Scarlet Runner, 
(best dish)
2— Beans, Wax, in pSd ~ —
3— Beets, Egyptian, best six
4— Beets, Globe, six «....-____ ...
5— Egg Plant, two ——......
1st
in pod
_____ ....$1.00
____ ____1;00
..............1.00
_______  1.00
_____  1.00
2nd
6^Carrots, short red, six roots ...----
7— Carrots, half long --
8— Cabbage, summer, two pointed — ,1.00
1.00
1.00
9—Cabbage, summer, two round -----
10— Cabbagc, winter, two round ----------------
11— Cabbage, winter, two flat ---- -
12— Cabbage, red, two ----------
13— Cantaloupe, two, salmon flesh, any
variety — ------------- ---— *
14— ^Cantaloupe (two) green flesh any
vsincty
is—Cantaloupe, two H oodos---------- -
16— Cauliflower, two --;------------ -—
17— Celery, six heads, w h ite-- -------
18— Celery, six heads, yellow --------—
19— Citron  --------- •‘—jr-y;:—
20— Corn, table sweet, Golden Bantam
1.00
1.00
LOO
1.00
1.00
Class ' ,
27— ̂ Watefmelon, two, round ...
28— Onions, Yellow Danverd, twelve .
29— Onions,, Southport, Yellow Globe, 
twelve
1st
1.00
1.00
2nd
,50
.50
1.00
00
 ............................... ......*•
30— Onions* Yillow Globe, any other ^
variety, twelve ...... .........*•
31— ^nions, Australian Brown, > twelve 1.00
32— Onions, White Pickling, one qt. .... l^W
33—^Onions, best 
Danvers .......
1st
crate. Yellow 
........... .......$5.00
.50
.50
.50
3rd
$3.00
1st
.... 1.0 0  
.... 1.0 0  
1.00
34—Parsnips, any variety, six roots 
35.—Peppers, six red ............. ...... .
37— Potatoes, Irish Gobbler, best eight 1.00
38— Potatoes, Green Mountain, best
right • ■ };5o
$1.50 
2nd 
*50 
« .50
‘  .so
.50
39— Potatoes, Netted Gem, best e ig h t.... 1.00
40— Potatoes, Gold Coin* best right 1.00
41—Potatoes, 
eight
aiiy other variety, best
1.00
(ripe), six cars .... 1.00
21—Corn, Stable sweet, any other variety , 
(green), six cars -------------------- - 1*00
22—Corn, table sivect, Country Gentle­
man, SIX c a rs ------- -------------
23— Cucumberj sgrown in open.
White Spine ----- ---------------
24— Cucumber, grown in open, 
any other variety
1.00
two.
1.00
two
1.00
THE C O m tM  WAKES ROBBER STAMPS
25—Cucumber, dish for pickling, imder _
4 in c h e s ---------- - ------------------- - J-00
two, oblong —.——— i.w
, ri  ........................ ............. .......*....
«42—Pumpkins, two, for table use,...... J.vo
43- -Squa8h, Boston Marrow, two — r ' }*J}X
44— Squash, Green Hubbard, two ........ LOU
45— T o S o e ^  Earliana,^bc3t eight ..—1 1.00
46— Tomatoes, Alacrity, best Qi^ht ........ 1.00
47 illTomatoes, ripe, any vat;iety, four basket crate, grown and pack-
ed by exhibitor  ——   ^.uu
48^Tomatoes, any other' variety, best
eight 1st
1.00
2nd
SO
3rd
49- -Tomaitoes, best box, any  ̂canning variety, ........i.........9"J.OO 3.00 1st
1.00
1.50
2nd
.50
2nd 
$ .50 
.50
1.00
Tan-
50—Vegetable Marrow, two
DIVISION 8.—FIELD P|lpDUC E
Directors: Messrs. Coe and, Jones . , ,
Exhibits must be in the Hall on the ^
October 1st. All varieties to be, named by  ̂exhibitors
Cabbage, two heaviest heads .— -̂ J-OO 
2—Carrots; white, six roots l.ou
3r-Field Cqrn, North Western Dent
4— Field Corn, Flint, Yellow, 12 ears 1.00
5— Mangold Wurtzels, Slugstrop, ^  
fr—Mangold Wurtzels, Golden 
’ ■ hard, 5 ..................
. 7—Pumpkins* two heaviest .............
8— Sugar Beets, long, .five .........
9— Sugar Mangold, five ........ ........................
10_Turnips, Swede, five ;.....—
11— Tobacco, Havana, six — .......i..
12— ̂ Tobacco, Spanish, six ,
13— Field Beans, shelled, White Navy
10 lbs.  ........ . . .——— ‘*00
14— Field Beans, shelled, any other  ̂ _
variety, 10 lbs. .........   1-00
15— Grain, Spring Wheat, named, one
. bushel ---- ---------- -—
16— Grain, Fall Wheat, named, one
. bushel ......* Yifj17— Grain, Oats, named, one bushel.... i.ou
1.00
1;00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.1.00
1.00
18— Grain, Barley, 2-rqw, named, 1 bus. 1.00
19-  ^Grain, Barley, 6-row, named, I  bus. 1.00
ort—riM.n one bushel ........— -  **VX
1.00
20  Grain, Rye, one ̂ bushel
21— Ensilage Corn, 12 ^stalks ——
22— Baled Timothy and Clover ......—  LOO
23— Baled Alfalfa .......... .— -- -----------
24— Sunflower, best two heads
25— Pop Corn ....------- -
.... 1.00 
.... 1.00
on the
' d i v i s i o n  9.-^FRUITS
Directors: Messrs. and Jones
All exhibits must be in the Hall by 8 p.m
on plate, to become the pro-
'" 'no Fr^lt'to°be shown unless in good sound con^- 
tion It is optional with the exhibitor whether his 
fS it  be poHriied or n^t. Stems must not be cut. .
All plate exhibits to consist of five of each vane^ 
in the apples pears, peaches and quince; twelve of
S ch  in c"S-ap?les, plums, prunes and apneots; four
*’”S l'e^W t'o r^ 'is  allowed to exhibit only one plate
" V S ’r e g l t S f s t o  tSd  pack ot fruits as approved 
by^the Department of Agriculture to date are as 
follows:-—
Variety 
Duchess
Wealthy I '.-----    2%
McIntosh -------   2%
Jonathan .........................
Delicious ......-------------------- .
Rome Beauty ------------  -̂ 7*
Yellow Newtown .— ^
Winter Banana.......... .
Grimes Golden ............. -
Wagner ...................-----
Stay man W^inesap 4/8.
Northern Spy —....—-—  
Gravenstein ..—.—.— -
Snow --------  —
Ontario ............—
Sutton Beauty .......— —
Canada Baldwin
Baldwin .......—*------- -— •
Golden Russet
......... ■ 125
354 — •
3
2 ^  '
3
3
2 ^
25̂
Five of Each Variety 
\ CLASS A
125
138
104-112
104
112
104-112
138,
104-112
112425
104
112-125
138
104
138
112-125
125
ISO
Sub-class
1— Duchess -..
2— Wealthy
3— McIntosh Red
1st
_$5.00
... 5.00
_ ___ s.oo
4r—Jonathan ---- ------ ---— ■—
5— Delicious—------ —̂ ••— • enn
6— Rome Beauty --------
7— YelloiÂ  Newtown — -------
CLASS B
9—Winter Banana —............... 4.00
10— Grimes Golden ---------- 2‘XX
11— Wagner .......---- --------— -
12̂ —Stayman Wmesap --------
13— Northern, Spy ----------
^  , CLASS C
14— Gravenstein .— --------—— 2.00
15— Snow ----------------- -------- '̂Xf,
16— Ontario ------------- ------ '̂XX
17— Sutton Beauty ------- ------
18— Canada’ Baldwin ---------- -
2nd
$3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00 
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
19—Baldwin ............ ................  ■z-y.y.
“  V________ _20— Golden Russet
CLASS D
21— Any other named variety 3.00
22— Collection of three plates
Fall varieties — ----- -----
23— Collection of three plates
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.50
wiwn—m
THURSDAY. BBPTEMBteR 20.
Okanagain Loan and Investirient 
Trust Company
FO R  SA L E  .  ̂ ^
Small cqttage and gopd lot, situate on
t b O d U o  Sutherland Avenne. ,
per acre. One of the best .Dairy Farips in the 
D istrict, which 19 also suitable for grow ing  
onions and tomatoes;
per acre. Excellent early tomato land w ithin  
t b d i l l l  U/a miles, fromi ICelqwna. In lots of 5 to  o
‘ .price reduced from $500 per acre.
Tom ato gro^^ shows good returns. ......
per acre. South K elow na fruit Tands ideally situate
3rd
$1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00 ,2.50
7.50- 5.00 2.50Winter varieties - — .Lieut.-Govemor’s Challenge Cup . 
24—Collection of Five Varieties
selected from Classes A and B only.
.50
.50
.50
CONDITIONS:—Competition is open to growers
Competition is open to the „  xrei_Entries must be made through ‘1»® Secretai^, Kel 
owna Agricultural Society, not later than October 1st. 
Boxes to be Regulation Pack. ,
Score card will be used as m other fruit exhibits. 
No identification marks on paper or boxeSj^
The cup will become the property of any person
.50
up -----------. . . .
winning three years m succession. e,,
N.B.—The Society’s D ip lo ic  may be »war*d by 
the Judges to the winners of Class A, B ana u, ana
w  W  on the benches’. From, those who will cultivate and 
improve such lands a very low: initial payment w *  {>« “ j  
cepted, and the balance on easy terms over a number ot
^Stirling .& Pitcairn Packing H ouse for. Sale. Full par-
ticu lars jiijd price Upon application. rimagi-n
Bearing Orchards, Stores* Residences and all Classes of 
Real Estate For gale*
REAL e s t a t e  d e p a r t m e n t  _
P H O N E /332. •  K E L O W N A , B.C.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 and 22 
DOROTHY DALTON ^
presents a superb characterization in the Paramount Picture
« FOG B O U N D  ” . . t.
Out of the fog comes mystery, romance, adventure, . dripmpg with
colourful incidents, gripping with intense power, tipping along at a
swift pace. Exquisite scenes at Palm
ground. A virile role for the star. David Powell,
fnd Maurice Costello also in the srtong cast. A l s o ^ ^
Attraction: Buster Keaton in TH E BALLQONATIC.
Sat. Mat., 3.30, 10c and 25c. Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and J5C.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 and 25
Booth Tarkingtorfs sequel to his famous “Penrpd.” 
SNI ..............“ P E N R O D  A N D  SAM  ”
Thiq nicture aitain brings to the screen Penrod,, the,well known and 
much loved b?y of Tarkington’s stories., Aimed straight at
the millions who laughed Tarkington’s “holy terrors ‘“Jo^wori^^ 
luc _ _ -D— i;t,« Rpn Alfivander. Rarelv a.supportinKNev^r a Penrbd like Be  lex r. r ly , rting 
cast to parallel Mary Philbin, R°®hliffe Fellows. Gladys Brockwell,
g ^ ‘5 n » y r ‘̂ T A W « ^ ^ ^ ^  News.
Evening, 7.30 and 9 20c and 35c _ _ _ _ _
oicture colony alone and unbefriende^ . w*
‘̂ A I L  LIGHT.” Also iEsop’s Fables “The Gliders.
Only at 8.1I  25c and SSc
:iniv
OUR W EEKLY SPECIAL
T H IS  W E E K  W e  a r e  O F F E R IN G
COLONIAL WHITE WOVE PAD
Regular Price, 25c
SUPERFINE COLONIAL ENVELOPES
Regular Price, 15c
O N E  W E E K  SP E C IA L  O K p  
P a d  a n d  ,  E N V E L O P E S
B .  W I L L I T S  ^  e O .
d r u g g is t s  a n d  STATIONERS 
“ YOU W ILL GET IT  AT W ILLIES
’•i
WEDNESDAY a n d  THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26 and 27 
The most sensational story of the year—
SO U L S F O R  , S A L E ” '
Starring Eleanor Boardman, F r ^  Mayo, M w B^ch, Richard Dhc, 
B . Bwbara la Mart^ . Lew Cody and arbara la raarr ^
Rupert Hughes has made a
S ly  the truth about the studios—that brilliant Hpllywood colony
S s e  folHerand foibles of the world. Souls
for Sale is the story of a brave girl who stormed the portals of the
mi-
f ■
'.(
. •' i
26—W  atcrmcl^'*uj
.50^
.50
the Lieut.-Goyemor’s Challenge Cup.
(Cratlnued on Page 3J
At  T H E vEMPRESS t h e a t r e , Friday and Saturday, September 21 & 22^
I
it*
' V, kS
^ttUJRSPAY, S m B M B K R  20, m 3
T H E  KELOW NA COWRIBB AND QgANAOAN ORCHABPIST
PAGE SEVEN
7îTJ]\>9.>\ f/]! i tr; 0̂ 1’*̂“ '
If You Buy Out 0£ Town, And I Buy O u t  O f  Town, What Will Become Of Out Town?
T H E  DOLLAR S P E N T  IN  K E L O W N A  W IL L  R E M A IN  H O M E TO  BO O ST
,.M',;, , u'l t\ 1 i I.
R E A D  T H E S E  A R T IC L E S W IT H  CARE. T H E Y  M A Y  P R E S E flT  SO M E T H IN G  ^YOU W IL L ^ T O EA T
P A T R O N IZ E ' T H E  P E O P L E  W H O S E  A D V E R T IS E M E N T S  A R E  H E R E . T H E Y  A ^ E  Y O U R  U E IG  , . g  ^ _
Y O U  R IG H T. R E A P  T H E  ARTICJLES EA C H  W E E K . n  — — ^
B U T C H E R S
ASK EOR
SHAMROCK BRANP 
HAMS -r- BACON -  LARP 
Glendale Butter*—
' The Empire's , Standard.
,P. BURNS & COMPANY, LTP.
OUALITY SH PU L P BE FIRST
consideration. ..when .ordering meats., 
Oiir stock is well kcpt,clcan whole­
some. Choice Cuts, Fish, Game and 
Ppultry, in ■ season. . • ^
in ^.iCidoyd**^:,w ;.V'
CASORSO Bjfeol’HERS, LIM ITEB
CLEA NING  & P R E S S iN G
' c iS iiS iiic i ' p f
MAPliE< LEAP,.c l e a n i n g  AN P
' d y e  w o r k s
H, M. Sparks, M ^ .
C O N FEC TIO N ER S
CHOCOLATES ANP. BON-BONS 
Delicioijip Toffees 
, Ice ' Cream ’ and' Refreshments 
Light Lunches. — r- Afternoon Teas. 
ALSGARP’S
W E IN V ITE YOU
to partake of the delicious Confections, 
Chocolates, Pure Ice Cream or thirst 
quenching drinks obtainable here. We 
know you will be delighted with our 
service.
CHAPIN’S
D R U G G ISTS
T H E  REKALL s t o r e s  
save you m oney, 
on yoiir p ru g  requirements. 
P. B. W ILLITS & CO.
W E OFFER YOU
an unexcelled-service in meeting with 
your drug business. Ypur prescriptions 
compounded with accuracy and dis-
5atcn. Large stock of Dtug Sundries, 'oilet Requisites, Sick Room Supplies^ 
Magazines‘and Stationery.
W. R. TRENCH
E L E C T R IC A L  H O U SE S
BLECTRICAL? FIXTURES ANP 
SUPPLIES 
La[bour ; Saving Devices
Battery Service/and Repaifs 
Radio Outfits 
THOMSON & COPE
“ SEE HICKS FIRST I “
If it ia Electrical we sell it.
New Specialities in 
TOYS, CHINA and GLASSWARE 
Contracting Pumps; Machinery 
KELOWNA ELECTRIC COY. 
Phone 445
j Successors to W. J. Puckworth
F U R N IT U R E
WHY NOT DEAL
with a firm which shows you a practi­
cal wajî  to save money ? We have a 
large stock of new and slightly .psed 
furniture of all descriptions always on 
hand. We buy and sell antiques.
D E P A R T M E N T A L  ST O R E S
LADIES* AND CHILDREN’S
PRY GOODS, M ILLINERY. 
BOOTS AND SHOES 
JERMAN HUNT. LIM ITED
TH IS STORE’S BUSINESS 
CONNECTION
in Kfeiowna and District is proof of a 
Satisfied clientele. We endeavour in 
all departments to anticipate your re­
quirements and. we give you a service 
on all purchases hard to secure when 
dealing out of town. ,
THOMAS LAWSON, LIM ITED
OUR w e e k l y  
ADVERTISEMENTS
bring to our customers messages brim­
ful of money saving suggestions^ con­
cerning merchandise of quality. High­
est standard at lowest possible price.
J. F. FUMERTON & DO.
JONES & TEM PEST
GROCERS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
 ̂ in
GROCERIES AND PURE FOOD 
PRODUCTS 
Trade in Kelowna >
T H E  McKENZIE COMPANY, 
Limited
OUR AIM IS TO SELL YOU
a line of Groceries, Provisions, etc., 
the price and quality of which will 
keep your money in Kelowna. The 
quality and prices of .our goods will 
satisfy the most exacting customer.
HOLMES & GORDON, LTD.
YOUR DOLLARS SPENT 
AT HOME
help your town and help you. Your 
Groceries bought at this store cost 
no more than elsewhere and you se­
cure satisfaction guaranteed when 
dealing here. Phone 340. ,=
CITY GROCERY ■
BASIS OF AIL
(copyright)
.0
Loyalty is the foundation upon which the whole structm^ of 
rests. LoyaUy to one’s country, loyalty to one’s 8***^
loyalty to one’s business associates, loyalty to one s frw J«orM must be 
semial to the ordinary progress of the world. Without it the world must be
There would be ho stabic government in the world , were it X
lovaltv of the people to their government. T h e re  would be no successful 
b/siness enterprise on the face’ of the globe w er^it not for 
men and women who are connected _with it., No^ church 
mnnth were it not for the loyalty of its members. The,  ̂sacrcaness oi me 
home would it not% r the loyalty of the meiiibcrs of the family
^*^Th  ̂ loyalty of a people to its government is based partly upon sentiment 
and partly upon the recognition of an obligation that a P*̂®!**® fo i
government. A people that has the, benefit of good government .owes a duty 
m that government. Those who do not recog^nize this duty and perform it 
v b lS a r f i r a ^ c o m p e lk d \y  to do 80. The 
protected by the government m the pursuit of life
tribute in money and service toward the support of the government.^ 1 he 
man or woman who, under the protection of his government which preserve^ 
law and order, is able to accumulate Property,, must pay_^xe^^ 
oertv to help maintain the government which has protected him or her. in 
time^of war the government has the right to call upon its citizens to take up 
arms in its defence, • ; •' .
I , Loyalty Moral. Obligation
In governmental affairs these things are regulatedf" by law, ^  man
who receives the benefit of orderly government is required ^  is a moml 
gation which that entails, but in the ordinary affairs^of life, ®
rather than a legal obligation. There are laws which prevent a man from 
stealiUg from his employer or his business associates, but there is po law 
that requires him to be loyal to them. The success of a business institution, 
hbiSever, depends more upon the loyalty of its employees than UP°" jjj® Jjws^ 
which prevent them ‘from stealing its money. Likewise the ^
government depends rriore upon the loyalty of its^ people than upon the laws 
which compel them to fulfil, their obligatiop to; th^ ® mmIt is equally true that the prosperity and growth of every mdividual_con>^
munity is^ependent upon the loyalty, of the peop̂ le who m
Stizen owes ah obligation to his community, and the o^igation is a m o ^
well as a legal one. The good citizen pays his taxes cheerfully and vvilling^.
H e serves upon the juries which administer *he ^®ws of the w m m ^ity .^  ^
fuffills every^ legal obligation that is imposed upon him by, his governmen^ 
but tL %  S  a moral obligation which is of still greater “̂ P?ftance to the 
community. This moral Obligation consists in doing everything that is ^n
his p o w e /to  prom ote the prosperity and happiness of his conamunity. Tlw
man who is enabled to make his living in any, community is under a ^moraf 
obligation to spend his money in such a way as to help his community.
ProspOTty Worth Protecting
Anything worth having , is worth protecting, and if the prosperity^of a 
community is'.worth anything to the people 1.™ it . ■* " “ thit  IS ' rm  yiiiiiiK lu m  • , rh ildren
If the chance for a man to earn a good living, to live well, to give his children
a good education, is worth anything, it tu-*
' There is just one iiFay to protect the prosperity of 
is fo r the people of the community to keep their money ^
time the citizen of a community sends money away from,home to a mail
order house instead of spending it in his home^ stores he .J® J?'®
community It is disloyalty to the merchants only Indirectly. It is disloyalty 
to?he community of which thp merchants are only a small but a very import-
—  S s  is the moral obligation that every citizen owes to his community,
just as the payment of taxes and the loyal support of his governm ^t are his
legal obligafions. Disloyalty of a large body of the
any government and disloyalty of any large part of the
munity is followed inevitably by the downfall of the^ community
if nothing else, should convince every citizen of the advisabihty of fulfilling
his moral obligation to his community.
EVERY DOLLAR W E SPEND
away- from home he^s the tow**, we 
spend it in. We mefet all competitive 
prices in Groceries, Provisions, etc., 
and if you are not _ already one of t>ur 
customers we solicit a trial.
DOLLAR STORE.
Our business is increasing daily on 
account of the values we are giving 
daily in Groceries, Provisions and 
other lines. You assure yourself fair 
treatment on all purchases made here.
h a r d w a r e
IF IT'S HARDWARE
wc h ave; if we haven’t got it, we will 
get it for you; if wc can’t get it, it 
isn’t made. This is our business policyt a i l  I  i i i u u v .  * . . . a  .u  ----------------- p o l i c y
coupled with the fact that reasonable 
prices prevail'here in all dcpartnicnts.
TH E MORRISON-THOMPSON  
h a r d w a r e  CO., LTD.
SPRING TliyiB
is decorating time. You will always 
• • “ '  -  Oils,find a completed stock or paiiitt. —  
varnishes, brushes, wallpaper, etc., at 
this store. Come, in and get our prices. 
Our lines arc guaranteed.
STOCKWBLL’S LIM ITED
Our Phone, Our, Quality, Our Service 
Are No. 1.
Auto Cylinders ground accurately by 
special machinery newly installed. • 
'Ojty-Acetylene Welding—bring the 
job, which you think can’t be done.
Until further notice—10 per cent off
due.all sales, cash—or when 
LECKIE HARDWARE LIMITED
JE W E L L E R S
•THIS STORE'S POLICY*
to represent goods exactly, as^ to 
quality; to sell each customer, jewellery 
values at a Amiform fair price; to 
cheerfully fulfil all guarantees and cor­
rect all mistakes; to give all a square
J. B. KNOWLES
W E ARE CONSTANTLY
in touch with the , larger . jewellery 
centres. This fact en?ibles us to advise 
correctly concerning the ; chatfepng 
styles and modes of fashionable jew­
ellery. Our repair ^department is at 
your service.”
h o u s e h o l d  g o o d s
CHINAWARE — CROCKERY 
GLASSWARE 
Tinware, Granitewarc ' 
Come in and get acquainted with our 
money saving values.
A. E. C Q X
^»HOTOGRAPHERS
AT TH IS SEASON
wc arc Meclallzing in Amateur Fin­
ishing. This is a business with us-
not a side-liiAC and your work is giV^ 
the utmost care and - attention. P*0. 
Box.451. .
McBWAN - PHOTOGRAPHER
PORTRAITS THAT PLEASE. 
Amateur. Developing and Printing. 
You pay 110 more for our painstaking 
care and scfvice.
W ILLS & BUCK 
(Over O.K. Sporting Goods Store.)
P L U M B E R S
PETTIG REW  — JEW ELLER
M E N ’S W E A R
CLOTHING AND "FURNISHINGS
Oiir stock of Men’s Furnishings is the 
proditpt of the best mills, and manu­
facturers. Many of our lines are ex­
clusive in style. All are of highest 
quality and - at rock bottom prices.
H. F. HICKS
“ T H E  HOUSE OF FA SH IO N ” 
MEN’S
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS 
T H E  M O R R I S O N  CO.
T H E  PROGRESSIVE MAN
spends his money in his , own com­
munity. This store caters to the dress 
requirements of the progressive man. 
You pay no more for quality merchan­
dise at this store.
HEATING; VENTILATING AND 
SANITARY ENGINEER 
Installations and Repairs 
Estimates’Cheerfully Furnished 
J. GALBRAITH 
Phone 100
BO O T S & SH O E S
IT iPAYS TO BUY GOOD SHOESI ,  .
and to trade where you know you will 
get value -for yoiir moneys - Both • are ■ 
obtainable here. Come in and compare 
our .values and secure our prices.' ,
DARK’S SHOE STORE
SP O R T IN G  G OO DS
HEADQUARTERS FOR., 
SPORTING GOOD& OF A L L  
KINDS
Bicycle Accessories. Repairs.,,
O. K. SPORTING GOODS AND 
BICYCLES
T A IL O R
OUR STOCK OF FALL SUITINGS
and Overcoatings for Ladies and Men 
■are beginning to arrive. We can give 
you a Splendid selection now of the 
choicest shades, patterns and mater­
ials. Fit guaranteed.
R. C. H. MATHIE
RUBBER STAMPS
It is not necessary to send away wjien 
we have up-to-date facilities for manu­
facturing them in Kelowna.
TH E KELOWNA COURIER
Bv Horticultural Branch, Provincial 
; ^ Department of Agriculture -
Vernon, B. G.» Sept. 15, 1923. 
Kelowtm
’ The general condition of the apple
• crop in the Kelowna district is good,
'but the tonnage is not expected to run 
as high as at first anticipated. The 
Jonathan crop, especially where thin­
ning was not practiced, will run small. 
During the past two weeks avinter
varieties in many orchards have stood
-still. -
'Brown core ini McIntosh is more m
evidence this year than in any pre­
vious year. The damage done by this
• trouble is chiefly confined to light 
soils and spots difficult to irrigate. 
Normal development of the apple
.seems to be grcjatly interfered with by 
the rapid and extreme changes in the 
supply of moisture to the fruit. 
Penticton and Keremeos 
The prevailing weather for the past 
Aveek has been clear and bright with 
! cool nights. ^
Apples are now colouring well and 
-there should be no delay in picking 
due to lack of colour. Cox’s Orange 
i and Kings are still coming in freely 
and a good start has been made on the 
-picking of McIntosh.
Elbcrta peaches arc almost finished 
in Penticton and will be cleaned up 
7 in a few days at Keremeos.
Summetland . „
With ideal w eather conditions the
harvesting of the main apple crop is 
now commencing. McIntosh will 
move in volume the first of next week. 
Elberta peaches are about over, also 
prunes and late plums. '
The orcha/ds gerierally, with a few 
exceptions,* are in a good healthy con­
dition. Tree growth has been above 
the average, the rains during the 
parly part of the growing ̂ seaspn very 
materially assisted in this direction.
The Fire Blight situation is for­
tunately good, excepting Avhere odd 
orchards are showing this disease, 
mainly amongst pears. ,
 ̂Vegetable growers hav^ had small 
encouragement this season, prices be­
ing uhsatisfactory, tomato fiTfowers 
being probably the worst sufferers on 
account of their semi-ripes being too 
late for best prices.
Summary of Crop Conditions in 
, Okanagan District
With the prevailing hot days and 
cool nights, all fruit is now colouring 
fast. Where good moisture conditions 
have been lacking, or where poor thin­
ning; methods: have been practiced, 
Jonathan apples and some of the later 
varieties are not sizing as well as was 
expected from the growth conditions 
earlier in ' the season.
As ail indication at this date of the 
condition of 'the apple crop of the var­
ious districts through the Okanagan 
Valley, the follbwiqg percentage es­
timate, in compariso** with prevjous 
estimates, is published.
On account of heavy hail darnage, 
there will be a decrc.’ise of at least 20
per cent in the Armstrong district, and 
if none of the hailed fruit is moved 
out in crates, the percentage will prob­
ably be greater.
In the Vernon district it is estim­
ated there will be a decrease of ap­
proximately l2 per cent, caused chief­
ly by Scab and “internal browning” 
in the McIntosh.
The’ district of Kelowna reports. a 
possible decrease of 1/5 per cent from 
previous estimates, due to lack of siz­
ing in the Jonathans and pest injury 
to this and other varieties.
Summerland and Naramata dis­
tricts report that previous estimates 
hold good. ,
Penticton and keremeos district re­
ports approximately a 10 per cent de­
crease from previous estimates, chief­
ly on account of pest injury.
On account of lack of sizing in the 
Jonathans, there., will be an approxi­
mate decrease of 10 per cent in the 
Okanagan Centre and Winfield .dis­
trict.
Owing to the unavoidable absence 
on urgent departmental duties of the 
offiaal in' charge of the Salmon Arm 
and Main Line points, no reliable re­
port is available covering these points.
The early summer apples have ap­
parently dropped below the first es­
timates, but, from the information 
that is to hand at the present time, 
Wcalthies wil! run very closely to 
thV figures as given in the first estim­
ates, excepting in isolated instances 
where Scab or hail caused consider-.
able damage.
The prune crop appears to be hold­
ing up to earlier estimates, and if all 
are shipped there may possibly be a 
slight increase when the season is 
finished. Stone fruits in the Vernon 
district are practically cleaned up, and 
from this on apples will be moving in 
heavy volume.'
Vegetable crops are maturing rapid­
ly, and, from all available informa­
tion, the tonnage of winter potatoes 
will be consKferably under the crop 
pro)Iuced for several years. The same 
applies to the onion tonnage. The 
bulbs of this vegetable are maturing 
fast, and harvesting is becoming gen­
eral in the more favoured locations.
NOTE: The above issue will be the 
final one of the 1923 Weekly News 
Letter, but should occasion arise a 
Special edition will be published.
TRANSCENDENT CRAB
APPLE SITUATION
(Continued from page 1.)
ilar quantity disposed of in the Ameri­
can markets at around 75 cents or 
better. This, if it materializes, will 
make a, total sale of about 90 cars, 
whereas our estimates show 129 cars.
"Under the circumstances you will 
have to use your own-judgment as to 
picking, or otherwise, however, should 
you allow yoiir growers to proceed 
with picking we would strongly sug­
gest that the crab-apples be held in 
the picking boxes in your basement
or some similar cool place.
“The above instructions from your 
selling organization seem imperative 
and are based on the fact of the many 
wild rumours to the effect that the 
Locals are not being fully advised on 
the market conditions. It is also in 
keeping with the rumours of many 
growers to the effect that they do not 
approve of ’red ink’ on any of their 
crop. We are, therefore, passing this 
information along so that if any grow­
ers or Locals insist upon their fruits 
of any lines being shipped, which for­
ces consignment, they may then expect 
to suker the consequences.”
To date we have sold about 77 cars 
of Transcendent crabs which is ap­
proximately sixty per cent of the es­
timate. It is undoubtedly a hardship 
for growers who have crabs coming on 
later than other, Districts to find the 
markets satisfied, yet, if they had been 
picked and forced on the market, they 
would be not only losers of the pick­
ing and hauling charges to the pack­
ing houses, but also a proportion of 
the loss that would have resulted ih 
the Crab Pool.
The Executive of the Associ'ated 
Growers have been and arc still con­
sidering the question of including^ all 
crabs picked and unpicked in the pool 
so as to deal equitably with all grow­
ers, and it may be of interest to the 
growers to know that last year ap­
proximately 36,980 boxes of Trans­
cendent crabs were shipped to points 
in Canada and 36.800 boxes were ship
ped to the United States; both of these 
amounts were .shipped largely on a 
consigrnment basis, and 50 per cent' of 
the shipments returned an additional 
loss to the loss of the fruit of 3c per 
box on No. 1 quality and 14j4c per 
box on No. 2 quality, while this year 
the Associated have sold'F.O.B. ship­
ping points, 35,776 boxes to Canadian 
points, and 3,200 boxes to the United 
States, all of which brought from 75c 
to $1.00 per Fox, and to the United 
States only we have had to place on 
consignment '16,000 boxes. These hav­
ing met with poor results, it was de­
cided to stop picking, which fias no 
doubt saved the growers considerable 
money that would have been w.asted 
under shipping conditions such as pre­
vailed last year. :
There has been evidence this year 
through the lack of co-operation of 
growers and Local inspection much 
fruit of a quality that neither assisted 
distribution or invited consumption 
got on to the market and, along with 
our production in excess of market 
requirements, was a factor in the pre­
venting of obtaining the best results. 
This, *10 doubt, will be corrected in 
another season, and growers who nave 
crab orchards in very late districts,; or 
that do not produce high-class quality 
of crabs, ^buld be wcll i advised to 
top-work the trees or re-plant to var­
ieties more .certain of returning better 
results.
ASSOCIATED GROWERS OF B.C.
Ltd
T H E  K E L O W N A
Poultry Assodation
LIMITED
There has been an advance in  
the price o f  Flour but w c  are 
content w ith small profits and 
continue to  sell “O U R  B E S T ” 
at the same figure. (D Q
Per sack ...............
N othing to  bedt it in quality 
, or price.
B R A N  and SH O R TS from the  
t  same Mill.
Open Saturday N ights  
Ellis St. ’ Phone 354
W E  A R E  C R E D IT E D  
w ith selling
C j l e a n  M i l k
T he Reason "Why ? 
W E  CLARIFY
9 Q U A R TS PE R  
Delivered
K e l o w n a  o A iR f c o .
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I E  THAT HUNTIN6 TRIP!
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Suthcrland’o Bread ,
Kelowna Butter 
Premium Bacon _
Gbvernment Graded Egga 
Nabob Tea 
Nabob Coffee 
B. C. Sugar 
Rogcra’ Syrup 
Okanagan Honey
Heinz Baked Beans - ' i • ■
Heinz Catsup
King Oscar Sardines 
Pimento Olives i
Pilot Bread 
Sti Charles Milk
Heinz Sweet Mixed Pickles >
Matches
shaker Salt ^
White Pepper
Swiss Cheese in Tins
Chriiatic’s Sodas ;
Buckwheat Flour
Pride of Canada Maple Syrup
King Beach Jam
Nabob Marmalade ^   ̂ - t
Flour and Nabob Baking Powder for Bannocks
Lemons for the Hot Drink
Spuds, of course . , . ««. «.
Onions, Carrots and Turnips for the Mulligan
C andles for the Early Morning
Half-pound Cake Eating Chocolate
Rowntree’s Cocoa
Strollers Cigarettes
The Odd Pipe and Tobacco
Castille Soap
L. & P. Sauce
Quaker Oats
Chewing Gum
Pea Meal Bacon',
Boiled Ham
■ ' I t  is surprising how easy it is to forget some of the 
'.most essential things like salt or matches.
We are at your service alf the time to help make yow 
'^hunting trip a . success.
" ' Cut this ad. out and keep it for a handy reference when 
you are getting ready for your trip.
THE McKe n z i e  c o . ,  Ltd.
iv T H E  GROCERS 
j Phone 214
QUALITY and SERVICE 
Our Motto
Xmas Apples
FOR THE OLD COUNTRY
Your Friends across the sea will 
appreciate a box ofmxius
All charges paid to destination. 
Guaranteed delivery to destina­
tion in first-class condition or 
money refunded.
O RDER N O W
MCINTOSH or ^
JONATHAN .... ...
Free City Delivery Daily Phone 672
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT CO., LTD.
KELGW NA, B. C.
Produce
W arehouse
FOR APPLES, ONIONS, POTATOES AND 
PRODUCE OF ALL KINDS
We have ample storage facilities in a large warehouse, mod­
em in every respect, advantageously located in the whole­
sale section of Vancouver. Best attention given to all pro­
duce entrusted to our care. Ship by car-load and distribute 
as the market warrants. Write for terms and particulars.
PlMCE WMEIWISE LIMITED
165 Water St., VANCOUVER, B. C.
PARTIES REQUIRING STOCKERS AND feedisksd 
can get HEIFERS from Calgary Yards free of 
freight. For all information, write or wire:— 
PAULIN & FRA2!IER
Alberta Stock Yards. CALGARY, ALBERTA 
Reference: Bank of Montreal Stock Yards Branch 3-4p
Ft jk o m  ir iJ l*  r fk n n u  A Ip r v i t  p r i c e s  i n  Wa s h i n g t o n
E A S T  R E L O w N A  _ _  <con.m„.d
qualities do not appear to be a? Wgh 
as many ■ believe. It usually did not
Wc have just returned ffom a spell 
in the Vancouver General Hospital. 
On describing our i symptoms to a 
specialists be cliecred: us up by stating 
tlicy might be caused by one of, four 
illnesses, three of which were invar­
iably fatal while the fourth was  ̂ not 
necessarily so but was , excessively 
painful. Wc don't welcome pain as a 
rule, hut this time wc were delighted 
at each twinge of pain,>^and fortunately 
an examination in the hospital proved 
it was the fourth caiUsc.
Our trip had one good result, the 
sight of all the misery ,tU be seen in 
a big hospital wiped away our fruit 
worries. Wc happened to be put in a 
spare betl in the Eye, VVard, and it 
was terrible to see the poor fellows 
who had lost their eyes from some 
trifling cause. There was a fine strap 
ping ranchijr from Kamloops who was 
loading shooks of grain into a wagon 
some weeks ago. One straw just 
touched his right eye. I t must have 
>ccn infected, because next day his 
eye was itchy and the day aftet: sore 
with a white spot on the pupil no 
)igger than the point of U pin. Al­
though he went to Vancouver at once, 
an ulcer formed in his eye and, despite 
it being cauterized three times, the 
eye had to be removed. ,
Of course there were wonderful 
cures which made one feel cheerful. 
There was a miner from Nanaimo 
crushed under a'fall of rpek, with both 
arms broken—̂ ne in two places, both 
egs broken—one in three places, sev­
eral ribs broken and his skull frac­
tured, and yet he is recovering. There 
was a patient suffering, from diabetes 
who had been bed-ridden, but was be-r 
ing'given insulin and could now walk 
about and act as orderly.
Vancouver seemed hot so changed 
as we exi^ected fron our last visit ten 
years ago. ' If. anything,' the traffic 
seemed lighter, but that is'because the 
traffic is more evenly divided among 
the many fine streets, instead of being 
confined mainly to Hastings and Gran­
ville. The C. P. R. are developing their 
subdivision fast. They will build you 
a fine house and sell you house and 
lot on very easy terms, twenty years, 
we believe. But what does take ypur 
breath away in Vancouver is the tour­
ist traffic. Nine out of ten câ rs were 
from Washington, there were many 
from, California and other American 
states, very few from B. G. We had 
seen in the .paper that the Pacific 
Highway had been completed but to 
realize what it means you must go to 
Vancouver. They say nearly 3,000 
Americah cars enter the city eve^  
day. Supposing each car spends in 
food, lodging, souvenirs and govern­
ment liquor store $10, that is $30,000 
a day for Vancouver.vWe simply must 
see that a road is completed from 
Vancouver so. that the Okanagan can 
get some of that traffic on its way 
back to the States.
'■ •  •
Of course, core rot is the topic of the 
day. While undoubtedly some of our 
orchards are pretty bad with it, we 
don't seem to be as bad, from wliat 
we hear, ks some of the other dis­
tricts. The scarcity^ of pickers is rather 
bothering us. As usual some people 
are mean enough to raise the rate for 
picking so as to get what pickers are 
available. Pickers should be paid well 
but four cents a box is good pay and 
is all fruit growers can afford.
Pears.—Bartlett, Sfls ^aud larger, 
135 to $37.50 ton, bulk. Wmtcr^Nclis, 
,51.25 box, packed. Anjou, $00 ton,
**”pranes/~$30 ton, M k ; or 40c per 
suit case, packed: or IJ^c per lb ..
P e a c h c |^ 3 0  ton, bulk; or 45c a 
box, packed.^ . .
Packing charges appear to be ap-
arid nails, :23c; loading, 
cominission for handlin
proxlmately: Packing, paper, nailing 
7cj box, 20c; 
l Mi g, warchous 
ail
excellent, trade with Canada this sca-
ing nd selling, 15c;; total, o5c.  ̂
Sliippcrs unfortunately arc doing an
son. The manager .of a large concern 
expressed Ills surptise that wc allowed 
such a condition of affairs to exist. He 
said it wasn’t legislation 'that was 
wanted but proper distribution to our 
home markets.
Markutting
Shippers notify a government office 
every other day of sales actually made, 
stating date, variety, sizes, delivery, 
etc., and this is published without giv­
ing names, spVcrar times a week, and 
distributed, so that the trade niay know
what is doing knd sales may be kept 
oh an even basis
keep in good copdition beyond March
Esopua (SpiUetnberg) .
The Esopus retains a good flavour
for most ot the storage season, _ and 
when not 'picked ovcrmaturcly it is
and scalds baflly, it is seldom a good 
storage variety. In cases where well- 
matured and coloured fruit is obtained 
without watcr-ebre, successful storage 
may result, but otherwise this variety 
is not to be depended on in storage.
a good keeper. Its harvesting season 
is comparatiycly short, ̂  and fruit that
Shippers meet and
discuss prices. •. , , , . : , . .
A large proportion of fruit is bought 
from the growers outright and paid 
for promptly. Thpre is competition to 
secure good fruit. A large percentage 
bf shipping 'houses have thpir own 
cold-storage, and this is taken full ad 
vantage of, and prices paid to growers 
for pears, etc., are often gauged on 
the length of time ,fruit is to be kept 
in storage. ' , ,
Washington has a record crop of 
clean fruit of excellent sifee. Grow®*"® 
have sprayed as never before. Irriga­
tion was still being carried on every­
where. Leaf Roller is not worrying
growers to any extent except around pokane, the government horticultur­
ist informed me., Codling Moth is a 
constant menace, and the goveri^cnt 
does not appear to help much finan- 
dally to control it.
General opinion m criticism of our 
newly formed Co-operative is that 
overhead expenses are much too 
high. If I might express an opinion 
here, I think a rigid searching after 
economy shbuld be begun, without 
further delay, and direct responsibility 
should be apportioned to the fevir and 
not spread over the many. Quick de­
cisions and action are needed as never 
before and commoii business sense
above all. . vwr i.-Marketing systems in Washington 
are most interesting, and should be 
studied carefully. I feel we have no 
real live selling policy as firms hâ î e 
in the south, and this was what caused 
the tragedy of form^^r Co-operative 
endeavours. We organize at this end 
(the packittg and shipping end) and 
get the tbnnage, when there is little or 
no organization at the .other end (the 
marketing and distributing end) to take 
care of such. This matter wants specr 
ial attention next season, I think.
Mr. Editor, I believe I have said 
more than enough. Thanking you, 
Riii ■
Yours faithfully,
W. H. H. McDOUGALL.
is over-mature when picked soon dc 
days. Esopus is exceptionally subject 
tb attack by Nbrthwestern anthracnosc 
even in storage. This is an impprtant 
consideration when the fruit is .grown 
in iobalitics where this disease is pre­
valent Generally, this variety did not 
remain in good market condition past 
the latter part of February.
Gano
The Gano and the. Black Ben (the 
Black Ben is probably but a strain of 
the Gaiio, and its storagc-kccpihg 
quality is similar) arc not', as good 
storage apples as is often thought. 
Their colour becomes unattractive, and 
they are subject to very bad sca|d. 
Apples of the variety that arc not 
wdl matured and well coloured should 
seldom be stored for any length of 
time. The Gano did not usually re­
main in the b.cst condition past the 
middle of February.
Stayman (Stayman Winesap) 
rhe high quality and firmness of the 
yman Winesap arc retained in
T
Sta _
storage for some time, bqt unfortun­
ately this variety is susceptible to ex 
tremely bad scald, which is often fol 
lowed by physiblogical decay. To 
guard against this the greatest care 
should be taken to store only fruit 
that is fully matured and well colour­
ed. Late picking is also dangerous in 
ill •some loca ities, as water-core may de­
velop. The Stayman Winesap passed 
a
Miss Jones-Evans is still _ suffenng 
from the effects of her accident and 
Mrs. Moore is substituting for her. 
Mrs. Moore was an English exchange 
teacher and appears to be giving great 
satisfaction.
•  « «
Mr. H. Paterson, who has just come 
out from Scotland,_after a ,sh o rt^ a y  
on the Island, is visiting his brother, 
Mr. Jock Paterson.
m •  •
There was a very small attendance 
at Sunday School and also at the 
Church of England service conducted 
by Ven. Archdeacon Greene. The next 
Church of England service will be con­
ducted by the Rev. Mr. Davis on the 
third Sunday in October.
gobo market condition about the mid­
dle of February. ,
, Salome
The keeping quality of the Salome 
was rather variable, averaging in gen­
eral not quite as good as that of the 
Stayman Winesp. It remains unusu­
ally bright and attractiye throuRh the 
season, and occasional well-coloured 
ots show excbllent keeping quality. 
King David .
For shbrt-season storage this variety 
is very good. When picked early en-, 
bugh to avoid water-core, it can usu­
ally be held without serious deteriora­
tion somewhat longer tlian can Jona­
than. ‘ Excessively early picking, how­
ever, encourages scald. It is probable 
that friiit picked before reaching a 
total dark red is as attractive as the 
darker and maturer fruit, an4  as the 
storage keeping quality of tliis earlier 
picked fruit is unquestionably, better,, 
the earlier picking is advised, r In gen­
eral the picking dates should be some­
what before those of Jonathan. King 
Davids picked under these conditions 
kept well until the first of February. 
McIntosh
For short-time storage high-grade 
McIntosh apples are valuable. Their 
high dessert quality and comparative 
freedom from scald are in their fav-j. 
bur. In late winter^ they lose in flav-< 
our, and physiolpgrical decay soon fol­
lows. They remained in good con­
dition until the rriiddle of January.
NOTES ON T H E  KEEPING
QUALITIES OF APPLES 
(Continued frpm Page 2)
storage, but loses in late winter.- It 
often scalds badly, and physiological 
decay soon follows. The storage sea 
son ended about the first of March.
, Ben Davis.
Like most other varieties in storage, 
when picked immaturely the Ben Davis 
scalds badly. When well coloured am 
picked at proper maturity, the Ben 
Davis takes high rank as a storage 
variety, but Its cold-storage keeping
B
A friend kindly clipped our 
advt. from last week’s 
“Courier” and sent it to us 
with the notation that a 
“pinch of salt” added to 
Coffee greatly improves it. 
We thank our friend for the 
reminder—a pinch of salt 
does add to the flavor of 
Coffee and makes it much 
more digestible. Try it.
With tea prices still soar­
ing Coffee is becoming the 
popular beverage. ........ .-----
* * • .
Commencing on Sunday next, at 2 
p.m., Mr. J. E. Smith, of Kelowna, will 
hold gospel services. Mr. .Smith is a 
Free Methodist, but the services will he 
undenominational.
, ■ . * , * *
In the S. E. K. I. D. a few people 
are still irrigating. The manager is pte- 
paring a camp for the work on Hy­
draulic syphon.' _
There was a meeting of the Trustees “OUR SPECIAL” at
on Tuesday evening. The irrigation 
water will be cut off on Wednesday.
Several people want to know if there 
will be any fall irrigation. There may 
be some water later on available from 
Canyon Creek but none from the re­
servoir as the Hydraulic syphon sim­
ply must be repaired. Tenders were 
called for the new 2-inch domestic wa­
ter pipe from Allan’s gate to, Dick 
Smitn’s corner. *
Wogener ^
Of the varieties grown ip the North­
west, the Wagoner is one bi the most 
susceptible to scald. The scald is fol­
lowed quickly by physiological decay. 
When wcll-colourcd fruit is obtained, 
it cab bc> held successfully tor a con-
sidcraUIc period, as the scald may then 
be jpractically eliminated. The avefage 
Wageners did not keep much past the 
middle of January, '
Jonathan
The Jonathan varies more in its 
keeping qiiality than docs almost any
other variety. In general, the earlier 
harvested fruit keeps better, though 
very early harvesting results m shriv­
elling and poor flavour. Jonathan 
Spot and Soft Scald arc its greatpst 
enemies in storage., Both arc more 
serious on this variety than on any 
other that is extensively grown. As
delay, between picking and storage al 
most invariably rcsujlts in both decay
$1 ........................
commercial condition the latter part 
of December-
Grimes .(Grimes Golden) .'
Grimes has a ishort storage' season. 
It holds its flavour fairly Well, but
House of 6 rooms, with bath; house 
is not quite finished. Over I acre of
good g'a|rdcn land: close in and in 
good locality.
Price $ 2 , 6 0 0 “
On good terms.
House consisting of living room, 
dining room, 2 bedrooms, kitchen 
and bathroom. Large lot, close in 
and in good locality. (DO 
Pride
On reasonable terms. '
I
n
27 acres Al black loam, 12 acres in 
bearing orchard^ balance of land in 
hay and cultivation. House of S 
rooms with large verandah.
$ 1 2 , 0 0 0 “
Insurance of All Kinds
L  W. Wilkinson & Co.
EstabUshed 1893
iComer Bernard AVo. and Woter St. 
Phone 254; i
ripens quickly and is particularly sus­
ceptible to scald. In. cold storage i t ’ 
shohld 6eldohi be hold later than the- 
middle or latter part of December.
THE KaowNi lencaTiiiiu socinY
Tompkins King
PKiAs the Tompk ns King water-cores
Fall Fair
October 2nd, 3rd and 4th
Exhibits of Local Fruit, Live Stock, 
Farm Produce and Women s Work.
Big Sports Programme
including Merry-go-Round and 
Ferris Wheel
N ew est in Everything
■ — for the Autumn Season —
S H O U L D  M A K E  S H O P P I N G  E A S Y
BRITISH MATERIALS 
FOR
MEN’S AND WOMEN’S 
NIGHTWEAR.
These are wonderful fa{brics, 
made* by Wjtn- Hollins &: Son, 
of London and Glasgow, mak­
ers of, Viyclla,’ Clydella, Twil- 
linta.
Plain colors, also beautiful 
wide stripes, grey, blue and 
white; green, grey and white, 
and narrower stripes—these for 
} Men’s Pyjamas and Ladies’ 
Gowns are splendid.
' 36 inches wide; price 
Leander Grey Shirting Flannel, j'ust 
the thing for boys' shirts and 
underwear, 31 inches wide;
2lt •••••••••«•••••«••«••••
Mercury Silk and Wool Hose, plain
colors, fawn, grey, light $2.25 WOOL SOX FOR CHILDREN
grey; per pair ........••■...
Mercury Silk and W^ool Hose in broad 
rib, fawn, clerical grey ( ^ 9  A f l  
and navy at, per pair ....
Mercury all Wool Hose in broad rib,
BrOwn Jaeger three-quarter length 
Sox with fancy turn back top; sizes 
to 8K- ■
$1.00and90CPrices, per pr.
colors, fawn, brown and $2.00
» light grey, at, per pair....
Penman’s Wool Heather Hose in as­
sorted shades of brown, green and 
blue tones; (1^1 A  A
Special, per pair ............
Penman’s Pure Wool Hose m all the 
plain colors," black, _ white, brown, 
dove, bamboo and silver
$1.25 and $1.50
Brown and White Jaeger Sox in shor­
ter length, plain top, all sizes from 
5 to 8J4.
Prices 5 0 c  , 6 5 cper pair
Shaped in the knitting' 
without seams
aVlOCNCO . TOP
Jaeger Sox, light grey heather mix­
ture shades with fancy check tops, 
size’s 6 to 9. ^
Prices $1.25 and $1.40per pair
Per 50c
3 lbs. for —.................. $1.35
E 3 X T K A . S P E C I A X .
WOMEN’S HOUSE DRESSES of Gingham.
'i^^pldds^anTSr^er^d^
We have just heard of a rancher who 
had eight picking bags stolen last 
night. This is a peculiarly mean crime, 
entailing not only the loss of the ba^s 
but the confusion and loss of time m 
starting picking next morning. I t will 
be intolerable if we have to oring ev­
erything back at night arid lock it up. 
Wc believe nobody on the Benches 
would do such a thing, but the thieves 
may be among a bunch,of young fel­
lows who used to ride over from an­
other district and steal cherries. If 
caught, they will be summarily dealt 
with.
• iHolmes 
Gordon, Ltd.
c h a X a y ;  bias tapes and ric rac. Extra speciah 
WOMEN'S BLACK SATEEN APRONS, .trimmed ven;
prettily with bright colored crepe and 
chambray trimmed with cretonne and made $ 2 . 0 U .
with Dutch pockets, each
5'
Family Grocers Phone 30 ■ T h o m a s  L a w s o n
Quality up to a standard 
—not down to a price
a BB a  B B B  B .B 'B  B B B
P hone 2 1 5 K e lo w n a
